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Close Your Eyes and Feel
the Music in Your Heart

G.St.tA

A excl sive interview with Koko
by Karen Piejko
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Koko Taylor is known throughout the
world as the reigning "Queen of the
Blues." Over the years, this Chicagobased artist has racked up Grammy Award
nominations for five of her last six albums
and won the award in 1984. In addition,
she has received the W.C. Handy Award,
the highest honor bestowed by the blues
community, an astounding 14 times.
In addition to her many awards, Taylor
received "The Legend of the Year Award"
on March 3, 1993 from Chicago Mayor
Richard M. Daley. Mayor Daley then
declared it "Koko Taylor Day" throughout
the entire city of Chicago. "This is
something else that I was really honored
to have happen to me," said Taylor.
To say Taylor's albums have been
phenomenal is an understatement. The
multi-talented blues artist released her
first single on Chicago-based Chess
Records in 1965. The recording was
called "Wang Dang Doodle" and sold over
1 million copies, making it to the top of
the Billboard Top 100 Pop Music Chart.
But it wasn't an easy climb to the top.
Women generally had a tough time
making it in the male dominated blues
industry. "Wang Dang Doodle" was one
of the very first genuine blues songs by an

artist, male or female, to make it to the top
of the pop music chart. Taylor was
ecstatic.
"I was very happy to have this happen.
It was not only a contribution to women, it
was also a contribution to the blues in
general," said Taylor. "I hope my
contribution has helped other blues
singers, both male and female, to realize
their dream by successfully singing the
blues," she said.
When Chess Records closed its doors
during the early 1970s, Taylor was
quickly signed to Chicago-based Alligator
Records, where she still records. Her first
recording with Alligator was appropriately
titled, "I've Got What It Takes." Taylor
obviously did, because that record earned
the singer her very first Grammy nomination.
Taylor's most recent album, "Force of
Nature," is an extraordinary achievement,
and it features wonderful original releases
such as "Don't Put Your Hand On Me,"
which contains an underlying message
about domestic violence.
"I recorded that song for all of the
abused and battered women in our society.
I'm tired of these disturbed men who
think they can put their hands all over

continued on page 11

Successes and Changes Addressed at GSU's
Fall Convocation
by Patti Jo McCullough
Governors State University faculty
and staff assembled October 30 for the fall
Convocation. Remarks were made by Dr.
Paula Wolff, president of Governors State
University on the successes of Governors
State University and the setting of
priorities for this coming year. Provost
Tobin Barrozo addressed the group on the
university and change and the transformation of the university. Fourteen Faculty
Excellence Awards were also presented to
Governors State University faculty and
staff.
President Paula Wolff stated the
university has experienced success in the
areas of" dramatic increases in enrollment, good graduation and retention rates,
securing of new programs... , and generally
the increasing visibility and recognition of
Governors State, and the acknowledgment
of the importance of the new American
university and the role it must play in
people's lives as our economy realignsthe university." Wolff credits the success
of Governors State University's progress
to an "all-out effort from an enormous
number of people."

Wolff went on to set three central
priorities for Governors State University
for this year, which support the college's
mission. The three priorities are to
develop and begin to implement an
overall enrollment strategy; the effective
implementation of a new management
information system (CARS); and to begin
a serious implementation of the Student
Outcome Assessment Process (SOAP).
Provost Barrozo spoke about the great
change occurring at the university.
"Change and development of Governors
State University must be understood in the
larger context of Illinois, deciding how
best to use higher education assets to
ensure that the state competes successfully
in a national economy increasingly
integrated into a far more encompassing
global economy." Barrozo recognized the
challenge of organizational change . He
stated that a transformation "whether in
our personal lives or of a university in
service to the state and nation, is rarely
embraced willingly or with considerable
enthusiasm." The roles for faculty and
staff at the university are changing during
this transformation. Barrozo wants to
provide an environment where those

involved can share their thoughts about
the change and address "divisions in
sentiment among colleagues over new
roles and responsibilities, frustration over
disjointed and fractured decision making
and planning flawed by lack of followup." According to Barrozo, "The transformation of our university will take care of
itself if we, each of us, is open to stating
and evaluating our views publicly, trusting
that others are as dedicated to truth as we
are ourselves." He commits to do his part
to "ensure an environment where saying
what you think is safe and encouraged."
The convocation also announced 14
faculty and staff who received Faculty

Excellence Awards. "Commitment to the
underlying principles of GSU's mission is
a guideline in assessing excellence in the
nominated candidates," according to a
statement released by Governors State
University. The Faculty Excellence
Awards Committee selects winners based
on outstanding achievement in teaching or
performance of primary duties, research
and creative activities, proficiency in use
of technology, promotion of diversity and
services to the community. The 14
winners for 1995-96, named below, will
receive a maximum of $1,300 with half

continued on page 12
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New Editor at
The Innovator
by Robert Sibr
GSU's student newspaper,

The Innovator, has a new editor.
Candice Sexton, a graduate
student in Media Communications, begins her new post with
this edition. She previously held
the position of layout editor at
the paper.
Sexton has professional
experience with publications,
owning and serving as publisher
and editor of a monthly women's
publication, "Midwest Women's

Forum Newsmagazine."
Sexton enjoys the challenge
of producing publications. She
wants to improve The Innovator
by increasing on-campus
editorial coverage.
The Innovator is currently
looking for new staff members
and experience isn't necessary. If
interested, please contact The
Innovator office at (708) 5344517 or Professor Walter Perkins
at (708) 534-4057.

The Innovator Needs
Writers.
The GSU student paper is looking for staff for the
1997 Winter Trimester. Call (708) 534-4517 if
you're interested in possibly earning credits for your
work. You'll get guidance, help and direction. You
don't have to be a Communication/English student to
want to and enjoy writing.

Immediate Opening:
Managing Editor
The Innovator is looking for a responsible person to fill
the position of Managing Editor. Qualifications include the ability to write, make decisions and help
manage staff. Credit/pay can be available to the right
person. Call (708) 534-4517 and ask for Candy Sexton, the new Innovator Editor.

Board Notes
Student Technology Fee Advisory Committee
Meets with Administration
by Anna Stange

Student Representative to the
Board of Trustees
In April, students voted on
and approved a university-wide
referendum on a new "Computer
Technology Fee." This $20 per
trimester fee showed up on
student billing statements this
fall. According to figures
provided by the Vice President
for Adminstration and Planning,
Dr. James Alexander, the fee is
expected to generate approximately $220,000 during the
fiscal year.
The referendum passed by the
students stipulated that the
proposed fee be distributed as
follows: 60 percent to Academic
Computing Services (ACS), 20
percent to the Library and 20
percent to the various colleges.
The Student Senate was directed
to appoint a student advisory
committee to resolve the issue.
In October, the Student Senate

appointed Robert Hamilton,
College of Arts and Sciences
(CAS), Robert Staley (CAS),
Anna Stange, College of Education (COE), and Glenn
Swierkosz, College of Health
Professions (CHP) to the committee. Thus far, the committee has
established a process for budget
recomendations and the prioritizing of ACS needs (hardware,
access, staffing, and software) in
relation to the funds generated
from the technology fee.
ACS is expected to net
approximately $120,000 from
this fee. Dr. Alexander and Julie
Gude, director of Information
Technology Services (ITS),
presented an estimated budget for
the 1997 fiscal year. Dr. Alexander pointed out that while
students may not see visible
improvements in the lab immediately, other improvements in the
capability and reliability of the
network are being made. These
changes are as important as the

tangible components.
The proposes budget calls
for:
1). Expanding computer
access. Ten more dial-up lines
and modems for remote access.
ITS increased the number by 10
for the fall term. In January, 51
lines will be available.
2). Replace and upgrade
hardware. This includes
adding five Macintosh computers, upgrading memory, and
replacing 20 PCs, replacing
impact printers, upgrading the
network, installing a back-up
power supply for the server, and
replacing impact printers.
3). Adding resource support
staff. This will include partial
funding of a full-time staff
person to train the lab assistants
and the addition of two more lab
assistants.
4). Establishing electronic
mailboxes for students. This
can be done at no cost
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Faculty Viewpoints
by Dr. Michael Prudy,
Communications Program, CAS
Two recent incidents have
given me cause to think:
1) -A new student commented on how nice it was to
have his calls returned by
faculty; he had attended other
colleges where faculty didn't
return students' calls.
2)- Several students in one
of my classes thanked me for
writing meaningful reactions on
their papers.
These shouldn't be unusual
happenings in any organization,
much less a state university.
Shouldn 't all of us expect to have
our calls returned? Shouldn ' t we
normally expect that if we turn in
a paper or a report that it will
elicit response or useful feedback?
I believe these are regular
occurrences at GSU (from where
I live and observe life). I would
think they are standard in any
organization, but based upon the
comments of some of my
students this is not always the
case.
GSU is generally in a unique
place in the scope of higher
education, consider the following:
• GSU is probably one of the
best adult education universities
in the nation - we are sensitive to

the needs of older returning
students.
• GSU has one of the
highest ratios of Ph.D.'s
of any university in the
state.
• GSU does not use
graduate assistants to
teach classes (or hadn't
last I knew).
• Classes are offered, to
the degree possible, to fit
working adults' schedules.
I'm not saying that GSU is
perfect, or that we don't slip up
on occasion, but I think we are
responsive to the needs of our
students. Most classes that I
know of don't give multiple
choice exams (maybe a few
undergraduate classes). No one
ever received multiple exam
assignment from an employer,
why should this be useful
training?
Faculty have students present
oral and written reports, do
group projects, and generally
apply class material to real world
situations. Most programs have
internships and classes that
require students to apply their
learning in off-campus settings.
In the future we at GSU will
do more to meet the needs of
students than we have in the past.
We will provide technologies

that will make it easier for
students to communicate with
faculty and staff (most faculty
and staff now have E-mail and
faxes are readily available). We
will be offering more distance
education classes - teleclasses,
correspondence classes, Internet
classes - to reach out to students
where they live and work and to
make it easier for working adults
to get a higher education.
When I visited the University
of Windsor a couple of year ago I
discovered that students who
worked on moving shifts at the
auto plants of Windsor and
Detroit could take classes that
moved with their schedule. That
should be our goal. If there is a
group large enough with special
needs (usually 12-15 students)
GSU can serve those needs
regardless of schedule or
location.
Contact Continuing Education to explore this option.
Interesting and flexible is
how I would describe GSU. We
are the wave of the future in
higher education and I believe
more universities are already
changing to fit the profile of
GSU.
I'll wager a few bucks - with
better odds than the state lottery that some of the generalizations
I've made will draw a lot of
flack. So be it. Discussion and
discourse can only be beneficial that's the view of a communication faculty member. Fight
speech with more speech - let the
opinions fly!

Letters
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Open Student Forum Jan. 28
Anna Stange, student member of the Board of Trustees and
Frances Bradley, president of the Student Senate, will cohost an
open forum in the College of Arts and Sciences on January 28,
1997 at 7 p.m. The room location is to be announced.
Come meet your student representatives. Give us your input on
issues affecting you as a student.

WICI Votes To Sponsor
"COMMUNICATE!"
Women In Communication Incorporated (WICI) recently voted
to help defray publication expenses of "COMMUNICATE!,"
produced by students in the Communications Program. WICI
President Patricia Gorniak stated, ..WICI would like to sponsor
"COMMUNICATE!" by donating $300 toward production costs.
We realize how difficult it can be to fund student projects such as
"COMMUNICATE!"
The GSU chapter of WICI helps to prepare students for the job
world. WICI is open to both men and women. The organization
focuses on communication skills, networking and marketing
yourself in the professional marketplace. Special attention is
directed toward communications-related jobs, but WICI can benefit
people in any career by providing valuable job search, marketing
and networking information.
"WICI chose to sponsor "COMMUNICATE!" mainly because it
is the only communications publication (outside of The Innovator)
available to GSU students. We feel it is important for all students to
learn about communication, and "COMMUNICATE!" has proven
to be a valuable resource for GSU students," Gorniak said.
By working on "COMMUNICATE!" students have an opportunity to strengthen their portfolios and build up their resumes while
learning all aspects of publication production.
Gorniak, a former co-editor of "COMMUNICATE!," was
pleased with her experiences. "I learned a great deal when I worked
on "COMMUNICATE!." I hope WICI's sponsorship will increase
interest in tbe publication so that other students can enjoy the same
experiences," Gorniak said. Students interested in joining WICI can
call (708) 534-SOJO or (708) 535-3866. WICI meetings are open to
all GSU students. Communications Professor, Dr. Anna Kong is the
faculty advisor.

Model UN Held Intercollegiate Event

Bernardin: Gone but not Forgotten
On Nov. 14, Chicago lost one
of its most prominent citizens, Cardinal Joseph Lewis Bernardin.
Cardinal Bernardin once described
himself as "a simple man doing
God's work," but to millions of
Chicagoans, he was a prototype of
how all human beings should live
their lives.
Towards the end of his life, Cardinal Bernardin prepared the congregation of Holy Name Cathedral for his death. He spoke freely
of death and called it the final part
of life.
Cardinal Bernardin served as
cardinal for 14 years. Born on
April2, 1928, in Charleston, South
Carolina, he entered the University
of South Carolina at the age of 16
on a premed scholarship. In 1945,
he left the university, and entered
St. Mary's Seminary in Kentucky.
While in Kentucky he learned
Latin. Later, he enrolled at St.
Mary's Seminary in Baltimore,
and graduated summa cum laude
in 1948. In 1952, he received his
master's degree from the Catholic
University of America. He was ordained a
priest in the diocese of Charleston,
South Carolina.
Cardinal Bernardin was assigned to chancery in 1954.
Twelve years later at the age of
thirty-eight, he was ordained auxiliary bishop of Atlanta, and in
1968, he was named general secretary of the new National Conference of Catholic Bishops. In 1972,
he was named archbishop of Cin-

News

cinnati. Ten years later, he was
named archbishop of Chicago, and
later was promoted to the cardinal
post, a post he would hold until
his death.
Cardinal Bernardin was a man
who gave his life in order to serve
God and mankind. When he
learned of his terminal illness, he
said that he was not afraid of death.
Instead, he embraced death as part
of the miracle of Christ's love.
Cardinal Bernadin was known as
a master mediator who worked to
reconcile the broken elements of
the church, and bring them all back
together, through his ministry,
preaching and love. Not only was
Cardinal Bernardin a leader of the
Catholic Church, but he respected
all religions. A person did not necessarily have to be Catholic to be
embraced by Cardinal Bernardin.
Cardinal Bernardin will be remembered as a man of great charm
and gentle wit. He loved people,
and gave so much, that in the end,
his legacy was that he would leave
a community that would be more
gentle more loving, and more compassionate. That is exactly what
he did.

Michael Davis
MCOM

Prisoner Requests
Correspondence
Dear Editor:
I am a prisoner on Death Row
at the Arizona State Prison and was
wondering if you could assist me

and place this letter in your campus newspaper.
I am seeking correspondence.
I'm not looking for anyone particular to write to, just anyone that
would be interested. I don't get
much mail and the mail! do get is
usually from the courts and generally bad news, so it's just like not
getting any mail at all, or worse
than not getting any depending on
how you look at things.
Anyway, if you could run this
with the letters to the editor for me
I would really appreciate it;
"Male prisoner on death row at
the Arizona State Prison would
like mail from anyone that would
like to write. I am without family
and have been in this cell for almost a dozen years already. I
would like correspondence from
anyone who has the time to write
letters and would enjoy receiving
letters from me in return.
This life has been a hard and
lonely one and I would be grateful
for any company anyone would
care to give.
I will answer all letters written
to me and to those who do write,
please feel free to talk about or ask
whatever you are curious about.
Being a condemned prisoner I
am kept strictly isolated and locked
in my cell. I am not allowed to
work to get money for stamps, so
if you could send some it would
be a big help to me.
Anyone interested please
write:

The GSU Model United Nations team held a vary successful
intercollegiate Security Council Simulation on campus Saturday,
November 2 in the Hall of Honors. The event lasted from noon
until four o-clock and was attended by students and faculty from six
colleges and universities including DePaul University, Triton
College, North Central College, Moraine Valley College, and
Roosevelt University.
The event was a simulation of how the United Nations and it's
Security Council works. It was also a preparation exercise for the
upcoming United Nations Conferences that the GSU team and the
teams from the other colleges and universities will be attending. As
the event wrapped up, students from other universities expressed
their appreciation to GSU for holding the event and providing the
Michael Correll #51493,
Arizona State Prison,
P.O. Box 8600, Florence,
Arizona 85232."
Again, I would like to thank
you for running this for me. I really do appreciate any help you can
give me on this matter.
Life on Death Row can get
pretty lonely and the company
through some correspondence
could go along way to change a lot
of that.

Sincerely, Michael Co"e/1

A Fatality
Before Stop
Signs?
To Innovator Editor
With good campus and
parking-lot lighting and security,
the G.S.U. students and faculty
are still "Riding-on-the-Titanic",
each time they drive in and out
of the main Stuenkel Road
entrance; even without poor
visability from fog, snow, rain,

and ice! Since G.S.U.'s opening
within University Park - this
stretch of Stuenkel (from I. C./
Metra to Monee Road) - has
been used like the Autoban, or an
unincorporated-stretch of dragstrip; though the 'legal' speedlimit is 45! Near-misses, from
skiding onto Urban Hills Golf
Coarse, to almost knocking down
G.S.U.'s heavy rust-metal
entrance sigh to avoid a fatality,
have occured. Also cars waiting
in 2nd Jane blind a view of
Stuenkel. Between 6 to 9 a.m.
and 3 to 7 pm, when going and
coming to and from work or
class, are the most dangerous
periods. At one time our exSenator Aldo DeAngelis was
momentarily 'interested' in
pressing for stop signs, yellowblinkers, or stop-lights here;
untill the Columbus Carilon and
new theater (honoring his
backing)-became more important. Let's all press the park,
county and state again on this
urgency!

Evan G. Wallace
Alumni & Student Life
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Getting to Know People at GSU... A Series of
Student Interviews

As part of class requirements for MCOM 450- Writing For Print Media- students have written profiles
of various members of GSU's staff.
Read the profiles- they're scattered throughout the rest of this issue- and get to know a little about
what makes each person special and unique.

OrtiDann Hopes To Make New Theater a Special Place
by Mike Capito
The Hubbard Street Dancers,
Paula Poundstone, and Jerry Vale
are all big name performers who
will include the Center for
Performing Arts at Governors
State University among their
stops this year. But none of their
shows are as important to the
future of that theater as the
performance put on by Jeffrey
Ortmann.
Jeffrey Ortmann?
For those who do not know,
Ortmann is the interim executive
director of the new performing
arts center, and has played a key
role in transforming Governors
State into a major cultural player
in the Chicago area.
On September 15 of this year,
Ortmann moved from the
position of consultant, which he
held for the past three years, to
interim executive director. He
had the unenviable task of taking
over for Richard Kordos, the first
executive director of the Center.
Ortmann has attempted to do
his best under the circumstances,
and his background would
suggest that if anyone can do it,
he can.
A bearded, well-dressed man
of 42, Ortmann counts among his
hobbies going.. to the theater,
cooking, travel; and, it would
seem, commuting. He has made
his home in New Buffalo,
Michigan for the past 12 years,
all the while working in Chicago.
"It's really not that bad," he
says of his two hour drive that
would make most motorists
scream.
But it is patience that has
helped get Ortmann where he is
today; patience that became
immediately apparent as he sat
down in front of me and detailed
his hopes and dreams.
As a kid growing up in
Chicago, Ortmann heard a
familiar refrain from authority
figures.
"They wanted me to do
something practical, something
in business," he chuckled. "But
I decided to get this out of my
system first, and I'm still
trying!"
It helped to attend Niles East
High School in Skokie, which he
considers integral to his success
in the humanities.
"I was very fortunate as a kid
to go to a high school with a
wonderful arts program," he said
as he looked back on those years
fondly.
At Niles East he developed
skills as both an actor and a
singer, but admits that he put
much of this on the back burner
in college when he attended the
University of Illinois at Urbana
and majored in Theater Administration.
At Illinois, Ortmann was able
to quench his thirst for the
theater. The college's Krannert

Center for the Performing Arts
became his second home.
"At U of I, I would buy a
student ticket to the theater and
go there by myself," he reminisced. "It really opened my
eyes to the world."
But Ortmann did not spend
all of his time as a customer. By
the time he graduated in 1976 he
had produced a show in all four
of the theaters
that make up
the Krannert
Center, a
major honor
for an
undergraduate. He
parlayed this
into a job,
serving as
manager of
audience
operations for
a year after
graduation.
From
there, he
moved south
to St. Louis,
where he served in the capacity
of Director of Operations for the
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra.
Though he only stayed for two
years he was able to hone
important marketing skills, ones
that would come in handy at
Governors State.
Chicago was always home to
Ortmann, so after St. Louis, he
came back. In 1979, he created
the Centre East for the Arts, a
performing arts center in Skokie.
The facility still exists, with over
2,000,000 people attending the
performances there. It was at
Centre East that he gained
experience inviting group to
perform.
Also in 1979 he became
involved with the Wisdom
Bridge Theater in Chicago,
where he served multiple roles
until 1995. Ortmann has seen it
grow from a small, unknown
company to one of the best
known in Chicago.
In addition to leaving
Wisdom Bridge last year,
Ortmann also fulfilled a lifelong
dream when he produced a
program for the Humanities
Council of Illinois, ~t Orchestra
Hall in Chicago. Here he had the
chance to sing a Steven
Sondheim song to Sondheim
himself, an honor for a big fan
like Ortmann.
"It was a good day,"
Ortmann said humbly, keeping
the even keel he has maintained
throughout the interview and, I
would guess, in life.
Mostly though, he has
worked at the university level.
Being the tireless worker that
he is, Ortmann has had many
jobs that overlap. This is the
case right now. Though he
spends about four days a week at
Governors State, he remains

Director of the Graduate Theater
program at Roosevelt University
in Chicago.
"That's my Friday,"
Ortmann joked referring to his
juggling of jobs.
But it is this constant juggling
and searching for new challenges
that has given Ortmann the
resolve to tackle the top job at the
Center for Performing Arts.

His goal is simple. "I'm
really looking to bring to the
Southland area very exiting
performing arts groups from all
over the world, and provide a
home for local professional
groups."
This may seem like common
sense, but the job is not as easy as
you think. With competition from
<lticago venues and other
established suburban performing
arts centers, getting the word out
has not been easy.
This is where Ortmann's
marketing experience comes in
handy. A huge advertising
campaign has been undertaken,
and we're not just talking about
billboards by highways.
"We actually just started an ad
campaign on cable television,
using such channels as Nick at
Night and CNN," Ortmann
explained. "Not to mention
widespread newspaper advertising."
But the best advertising is the
oldest kind.

Sales Reps

•••

MINUTES
117/!\11

"A lot of it is word of mouth,"
Ortmann explained.
This is a blessing and a
problem because even though
crowds have been picking up, the
level of intere t from the students
has not been quite as high as
desired.
"I am hoping that the response
from the students will continue to
grow," Ortmann said.
The Center's upcoming
presentation of" A Christmas
Carol" is sold out, but it is still to
early to tell how many of these
are students.
Ortmann's ultimate dream is
for the students of Governors
State to have the same experience
that he had at the University of
Illinois.
"I want students to know that
it is all right here."
As for future plans, Ortmann
hopes to have the interim tag
removed from his name, so he can
continue to work the magic that
he has worked at so many other
places.

TruGreen+ChemLawn

is the
most successful lawn care company
in the country. We can offer you the
ability to make this plus a lot more!
All you need is the motivation and
desire to succeed. Check out w hat
we can offer you:

• A Professional Work
Environment
• Comprehensive Paid
Training
• Full & Part-Time Postions
• Medicai/Dentai/Life/401(k)
• Paid Vacations/Holidays
• No Experience Necessary
• Competitive Base Salary
+Commission
If being a part of a national
organization appeals to you,
call, send or fax resume:

Chicago/Hickory Hills

Crestwood

PH: 708-430-5550
FAX: 708-430-0295
7650 W. 95th Street
Hickory Hills, IL 60457

PH: 708-597-4000
FAX: 708-396-2793
13520 5. Kenton
Crestwood, IL 60445

•
uwhere The Grass Is Always Greener"
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Welcoming Denise
Graham Zahn

Helping People Achieve Their
Goals Debra Ball

by Jody Canter

by Tina Hughes

Tracking down the recently
hired Coordinator of Public
Information, Denise Graham
Zahn, was not as easy a task as I
thought. Apparently, the person
hired to inform the masses about

until February 1997.
Zahn comes to Governors
State University via a path she
created on her own. She is a
product of the Board of Governors Program, where she
obtained her Liberal Arts degree
at Prairie State College. She

Governor State University's
happenings, is not really known
within the University's walls.
Every time I called, I couldn't be
connected with her because
nobody knew who she was.
Even when I asked a few people
who work down the hall from
her, I couldn't find anyone who
recognized the name. I began to
doubt her existence.
Eventually I found her
located in the Public Affairs
Department. I learned that
Denise Graham Zahn has only
been employed since September
and only in a part time capacity.
That may be why her name is
still unfamiliar to most.
As the Coordinator of Public
Information, Zahn's primary
responsibility is to write and
disseminate press releases about
various GSU sponsored events.
"For the most part, the information is given to me. Although
there are times that I need to go
after the information myself,"
Zahn says. Once the press
releases are written, they are then
mailed to about 200 different
sources, including newspapers
and radio stations. There is a
mailing done about once a week
and there are usually multiple
press releases included in each
envelope. It is also her responsibility to solicit the newspapers
to attend any major impact
stories, such as regional forums,
conferences or workshops. Zahn
also makes arrangements with
the Photography Department to
setup any necessary photos.
Prior to Zahn's arrival, the
Coordinator of Public Information position was a full time
position for the past ten years.
"The university did some
reorganizing within the Public
Affairs Department and this
became part time. Then, they
added a full time Marketing and
Promotional Services Coordinator." Zahn's job is actually a
part time temporary job, as she is
only contracted in her position

took a position with the Hammond Times Daily Newspaper, in
Hammond, Indiana, starting out
selling advertising. Within five
short years, she made a lucrative
name for herself selling advertising, free lance writing, and
working in graphics design. A
sudden change in administration
and this resourceful woman left
the Hammond Times and started
her own business.
Earthrulz!, so named for
Zahn's pro-environment attitude,
is a home-based business that
custom designs full-color Tshirts, sweatshirts, mugs and
various other products. Her
experience in graphic design and
her desire to succeed, have made
her first business venture a
successful one. She continues to
operate Earthrulz! while working
at GSU, and is considering
returning to school for her
Masters Degree in Communications.
Once a single mother of two
for 14 years, the now-married
Matteson resident knows the
importance of education. Going
through the Board of Governors
Program was a great experience
for Zahn, but it left her feeling
that she lacked the concentrated
background she needed to be
considered an "expert" at
something. She considers herself
to be a "Jack of All Trades," but
longs to "be a master
of... something." Obtaining her
Masters Degree will hopefully
set her on her way.
In her pursuit for a Masters in
Communication, Zahn would
like to focus in on making videos
and documentaries. She sees
educational documentaries as a
powerful tool to help educate
people about what's available
around them and what's available
even in their own neighborhoods.
An activist herself, the 46-year
old enjoys getting involved in
her own community. Residing in
Matteson for only a little over
two years, she sits on several
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Debra Ball finds life at
Governors State University
"intellectually stimulating."
"You're always learning new
things about the students, faculty
and staff what they need and
where they are going,"
says the quick-witted
Ball. Ball is a recently
hired Financial Aid
Advisor. She makes a
living providing
strategic advice to
students who need
assistance with
finances while attempting to continue their
college education.
As a Financial Aid
Advisor, Debra is
challenged each day,
particularly around the
start of a new semester.
The various applications that she processes
are student loans, tax
forms, transcripts and
scholarship information. Ball is situated at
front desk which is the heart of
the office. In most cases she sees
the student first. Her responsibilities include guiding students
through the forms that are filed
to process the paper work.
Working in financial aid can
be a stressful job. However, with
Ball's experience as a buyer and
salesperson, she understands the
stress that one encounters when
dealing with finances.
There are many types of aid
available to students who qualify
such as the Perkins loan and
other subsidized loans. Her
department also handles
consortiums which monitor the
student if he/she has attended
previous colleges of universities
and received some form of aid.
Ball's position requires her to
be detail-oriented. She must
assess whether a student qualifies for the loan or financial aid
for which they have applied.
Being an advisor takes a great
deal of patience due to the
demands asked from each
student. The most difficult part
about her job is when she has to
tell a student that he/she does not
qualify for aid.
Recently a Governors State
University student wrote a letter
which started out as a complaint
about how her forms were
processed. However, she was
very happy with the service in
which she received from Ball.
The Financial Aid office is
located on the main level of the
university adjacent to the
Registrar's office. Office hours
committees aimed at bettering
the area, including the Matteson
Special Events Committee and
the Mediation Task Force. It is
her experience that "more people
want to be involved in their
communities, it's just that they
don't have the time. I just
decided to make the time."
Time is something that one
would think Zahn had a shortage
of. Her part time job at the

are from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Ball resides in the
Chicagoland area and grew up on
the South Side of Chicago where
"life was not easy while growing
up." However, determined to
beat the "system," Ball found her
way out via education.
Ball is a Hirsch High School
Graduate and continued her
education at Puru State College
in Nebraska and Tampa College
in Florida, where she obtained a
Bachelor's of Science Degree in
Computer Science.
A devoted mother of four,
Ball juggles career and motherhood without missing a beat .
She exclaims that "at times it is
difficult but none the less
rewarding."
When speaking of her
children she shows great
enthusiasm toward her family.
Ball enjoys motherhood and
loves her children. She states
that "raising children alone is a
slow, inexorable dance. The
conclusion is unsure; only the
interval is still in question."
Trying to schedule her life on a
daily basis can be taxing,
however, Ball considers herself
an innovator.
"The only thing in life that is
a constant is change. Some
changes we initiate; others are
imposed upon us as we pass
through life's many stages.
Whether a change delights us or
makes us struggle, it always
ushers in a new beginning. It
forces us to be engaged in life, to
focus, to continually give birth to
new ways of being and seeing so
that we may fulfill our purpose."
She states her purpose in life is
to make a difference in people's
lives, helping them achieve their
dreams, goals and accomplishments without compromising the
network of her own family. She
dreams of being a leader for her
children and other children,
especially in her community.
As the interview progressed,
Ball expressed many of her
interests; she enjoys reading
(educational and biblical),
playing football or basketball,
golf and swimming. Ball also
like music, jazz, R & B and Nuage. She enjoys such artists as
Will Downing, Kenny G, Anita
Baker, Liza Minneli and The
Whispers.
Music is the key element that
helps Ball to relax along with the
teachings of Bishop Arthur M.
Brazier.
Ball enjoys going to church.
She states if she could walk in
the shoes of one person for a day
it would be Bishop Brazier. "He

touches the lives of many people
and changes many lives. He
does wonderful and selfless
things."
''The Bishop has taught me
how to enter in my own chamber
and shut the door. Get quiet, sit
still and listen inwardly. We
don't take quiet time to make
things happen. I want to make
things happen, I want to make a
difference. I have learned
through my worship services
how to center myself and balance
all the things that are important
and set priorities. I have learned
to tune my ear to Gods, trust
God, then move my feet. I will
never be misled or disappointed."
Ball has another mentor in
her life. Her Grandmother,
Majorie Abbott from Tennessee,
who has passed by, left Ball with
unforgettable life lessons. She
admires her for her strength and
stamina. "She was a fighter,"
exclaims Ball with a delightful
smile. "Grandma's are very
special people, and I am glad that
I had the opportunity to enjoy
mine while she was here."
Ball intends to have a great
impact on the students and
faculty at GSU. With her soft
and gentle ways, Ball can indeed
reach people with the type of job
that she has at the university.
She meets dozens of people each
day and often finds that the
subject of financial aid comes
with a certain amount of anxiety.
Ball is the right person for this
job. She takes her time with the
students and is willing to help.
Ball, while only at the
university since August 1, 1996,
fits in well. She is becoming an
asset to the university and the
students as well. She has
aspirations to continue her
education at the university to
obtain her Master's Degree in
Educational Administration or
Computer Science.
Life often seems full of
confusion and uncertainty. But
we can make a conscious
decision not to absorb the
anxiety and turmoil that surrounds us. Ball wants people to
benefit from what life's lessons
has taught her. The loving
mother wants to be in a peaceful
state by the time she reaches 48.
She wants to be in a comfortable
place in life traveling and
enjoying the people she loves.
What make the critical
difference in our experiences is
the beauty and joy of living and
how we embrace change and
Debra Ball will definitely make a
change in the lives of people that
she touches.

university sometimes stretches in
to full time hours. "My job is to
let people know what's going on
here and there is so much going
on." She hints that the added
work can be difficult at times,
but admits it's what she loves
most about her job. "It's really
interesting. You get to know
about all of the things going on
at the university that you might
not know from the outside." Not

only does she enjoy knowing all
about GSU's special events, but
she takes great pride and
pleasure in sharing that knowledge with everyone else.
So you might not know
Denise Graham Zahn by name or
even by title, but one thing is for
sure - the next time you pick up a
paper and you read of something
exciting happening at GSU,
you'll have proof that she exists.
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Eye on Technology
Power to the Children: A Statewide
Conference Addressing School Funding
by Denise Graham Zahn
Coordinator of Public Information

Hundreds of thousands of people in
Illinois had access to a videoconference
called "Power to the Children: School
Funding-Finding the Middle Ground,"
held on Wednesday, Dec. 11 from 8 to
9:30p.m. Seven public broadcasting
stations (PBS) and 84 cable systems
received it, some on tape delay.
The satellite videoconference was
sponsored by the Metropolitan Planning
Council at Governors State University.
Under the guidance of award-winning
GSU media communications professor
Mel Muchnik and the students of GSU's
media workshop in videoconferencing, the
event brought together key individuals
and organizations to work together in the
critical next step toward solving the
Illinois school funding dilemma. It
originates from the GSU studios .
Ken Peterson, a former school superintendent and a professor of education at
GSU said, "This videoconference was an
essential step to school funding legislation." It examined the question of adequacy and equity in school funding and
dispeled myths surrounding issues on
school finance. Participants reviewed
findings of the Metropolitan Planning
Council's recent tax study and sought
agreement on guiding principles for
legislative initiatives in the 1997 session
of the Illinois General Assembly.
According to Peterson, also one of the
program's moderators, "The Illinois
Supreme Court's recent decision not to
hear a suit filed by The Committee for
Educational Rights brings closure to the
hope that the judicial system would
intervene and force a solution to Illinois'
school finance dilemma." He added, "The
solution must come from the state
legislature. It will not come through the
courts, and it won't be from property
taxes."
The videoconference offered the
opportunity to bring together via satellite
groups interested in addressing the
funding issue. Invited representatives
included leaders from the Metropolitan

Planning Council, the State Chamber of
Commerce, The Farm Bureau, The
Chicago Urban League and the Illinois
Statewide School Management Alliance.
School activists and many Illinois
educators working on improving the
method of funding envision the creation
of a coalition of groups of citizens and
organizations. This coalition will meet at
GSU early next year to work toward a
consensus and eventually join legislators
in scripting the legislation to solve the
funding problem.
Live videoconference sites around the
state linked back to the video event via
telephone.
The videconference was also broadcasted on seven PBS stations in the state.
Those included WMEC, Channel 22 in
Macomb; WQEC, Channel 27 in Quincy;
WSEC, Channels 14 and 65 in Springfield
and Jacksonville.
It was also broadcasted on the 74 cable
systems of the Convocom network in
western and central Illinois and Missouri
on Monday, Dec. 16 at 9 p.m. and on
Friday, Dec. 20 at 10:30 a.m. It was
shown on WYCC, Channel 20 out of
Chicago on Friday, Dec. 13 at 8:30 p.m.
and WYIN, Channel 56 out of Gary.
WSIU, Channel 8 in Carbondale and
WUSI, Channel 16, Olney aired the
videoconference on Sunday, Dec. 15 at
10:30 p.m. The full program was also
carried live on GSU Channel 29 and 10
systems of Jones lntercable.
The videoconference and broadcast
were presented by GSU and the Metropolitan Planning Council in association
with the Voice for Illinois Children, The
Chicago Urban League, The Illinois
Education Association, The Illinois
Statewide School Management Alliance
and the South Metropolitan Regional
Leadership Center.
For additional information and for
specific cable channels numbers contact
Mel Muchnik, executive producer, at
(708) 534-4095, Ron Bean, Regional
Action Project 2000+, at (708) 534-6970
or Scott Goldstein, Metropolitan Planning
Council, at (312) 922-5616.

If you have a career interest in radio, television, film or cable ... you'll want to join
representatives from more than 100 black colleges and universities across the
country for our

19th Annual
Black College Radio Convention
March 28-29, 1997
at the
Rettaissance Hotel
Atlatrta, Georgia

Although the BCR convention is not a job fair, chances are you will get
valuable leads to jump start your job search for summer intern positions and
permanent jobs after graduation.
We'll have seminars on nearly every aspect of the mass communication field.
Experts will be on hand to help you improve your campus stations operations.
You don't have to be a member of your campus station to attend. Plan now to
attend the ONE national convention designed especially for you.
For more information, contact: Black College Radio Organization
P.O. Box 3191. Atlanta, GA 30302 Tel. (404) 523-6136

The Nuts and Bolts
of Videoconferencing
by Sharon Hudson

What is a
Videoconference?
Initially, the technology was designed
for room-to-room conferencing. Advances
have evolved to make desktop-to-desktop
videoconferencing possible. It is both
economical and the quality is reasonably
high. Videoconferencing is not new. It has
been technically feasible for more than a
decade and has been economically
feasible in some form since the mid
1970s.
Videoconferencing is frequently
thought to be mostly applicable to
executive meetings because of the high
cost of executive travel and the difficulty
of coordinating schedules. In truth, the
users of videoconferencing are many and
varied. For example, videoconferencing
has been used to facilitate job interviews
with little loss of personal contact.
In a parallel development, the adoption
by many companies of the "quality
circle," a quality control methodology, has
created additional impetus for more
frequent meetings. The fact that engineering and production facilities are sometimes fragmented across the country, and
often among a number of sub-contractors,
has a bearing on the broader interest in
videoconferencing.
The short-term project team is yet
another development increasing the need
for effective communications. Usually
operating under short lead times to
complete projects requiring a high degree
of coordination and cooperation, the
project team is a natural candidate for
videoconferencing.
Each of these trends increases the need
for face-to-face or, at least, visual interaction. Given the impact of increased travel
budgets, many companies began to
experiment with videoconferencing.

Why use
Videoconferencing?
Traditional reasons include saving travel
expense and time. Travel expenses include
airfare, lodging, rental car, meals, etc. But
the less direct cost is the time involved in
travel-making arrangements, packing,
traveling to, from, and waiting around in
the airports, actual flying time, and all the
other nonproductive time away from home
and office.
There are other advantages to
videoconferencing beyond just saving
travel cost:
1 more people can be involved in the
meeting-<lifferent views, greater variety
of expertise;
1 reducing travel time also means reducing
the amount of time it takes to make the
decision and begin work.
Videoconferencing can be used for a
broad range of purposes. Engineers in
Europe and the USA can use the systems to
exchange ideas for new product designs.
Lawyers can take depositions from clients
in other cities. Specialists at university
hospitals can assist a local surgical team in
a complicated surgery. Corporations can
conduct interviews, or offer training, or
keep top executives current. Government
agencies with widely scattered project
teams can exchange critical information.
Professors can teach classes to students in
far-flung or isolated locations. This last
application has become known as "distance
learning." Governors State University is
one of the leading institutions in the
forefront of "Distance Learning"
When discussing education within
education departments generally, the words
"distance education" have an immediate

connotation relating to isolated students.
Such persons are generally said to be
disadvantaged due to their physical
distance away from what could be taken as
the norm in the provision of facilities for all
aspects of an educational system.

What is distance
education?
"Distance education" implies all forms of
education in which the teacher is involved
and operating specifically in a role that is
not in the classroom or in the same location
as the pupil.
The very first forms of distance
education were those activities which the
classroom teacher suggested should take
place outside the classroom. When children
were invited to do something specific at
home or watch a particular program in the
evening, visit somewhere, ask somebody
something: then such activities could be
described as processes involving the
student in non-classroom or non face-toface action.
Today's communications satellites
epitomize the emerging information age.
Orbiting 22,300 miles above the equator,
these versatile messengers transmit voice,
video, and data signals over great distances, at high speeds, and in large
volumes.
A number of factors have recently
converged to create the current high level
of interest in satellite-delivered instruction.
To begin with, there is the increasingly
intractable combination of demands upon
and deficits within rural education systems.
There is the matter of increased public
concern with education generally, highlighted by publication of"A Nation at
Risk;" most colleges and universities are
increasing their graduation requirements;
new job skills are being demanded in the
transition to an "information age" society;
the oversupply of teachers of a few years
back is being replaced by an expected
teachers shortage in many subject areas;
and economic and agricultural changes are
shrinking the tax base of many rural
localities.
Educators realize that satellites, with
their ability to broadcast voice, video, and
data anywhere within a broad geographical
area, is an ideal way to beam cost-effective
instructional and staff development
programming from one central site to
literally any school in the country, regardless of its size or location.

Future Trends?
The level of support and direction
supplied by administrators will determine
how well satellite systems are integrated
into rural and other school districts. Human
elements such as staff resistance and
student apathy will limit the success of
even the most well-designed distance
learning project without strong administrative leadership.
Thus, those satellite-based distance
learning projects that are most successful
will pay close attention to the administrative strategies required at subscribing
schools. With careful management of these
powerful new instructional opportunities,
school districts may find themselves in a
position to make significant and sustained
improvements in the quality of their
curricula--certainly a compelling alternative in an era of educational limits across
much of rural America.
Governors State University offers a
media workshop in videoconferencing.
Enrolling in a videoconferencing workshop
offers individuals the opportunity to gain
valuable knowledge and become a part of a
team that produces a Jive satellite event.
C> 1997 The Innovator
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Mural Heralding Diversity Unveiled at GSU
by Denise Graham Zahn
Coordinator of Public Information, GSU

Three promising young artists from
Governors State University (GSU)
united their diverse styles to create an 8foot wide and 12-foot high mural
depicting "Diversity Evolving from the
Essence of a Unified Universe."
The brilliantly colored mural is
permanently displayed just inside GSU's
main entrance to welcome visitors and
the family of GSU. The artists, international students at GSU, created the piece
as part of the "Art in Public Places"
program. While encouraged to develop
their own imagery and personal style, the
students were also challenged in this
project to address an issue related to
GSU's overall strategic plan, said Pat
Carter, dean of student affairs and
services. In this instance, the issue was
diversity.
Sergio Gomez, age 25, who currently
resides in Joliet, was born in Puebla,
Mexico. Gomez created the center
section of the mural. He said his section
depicts the "nest of freedom emerging
from the hearth of humanity." It is the
transition piece between the styles of the
other two artists and indicates the
connectiveness of the universe.
Dereck P. Paul, age 24, now
living in University Park, was
born in the Bahamas. He
designed the left portion of the
mural, which he said depicts the
sons and daughters of the soil.
''Though separated by millions
of gallons of water, we are all
unified," said Paul.
The right portion of the
mural was created by a 25-yearold resident of Joliet, Javier
Chavira, also born in Mexico.

Student Dereck Paul Wins Prestigious Art Award
by Karen Piejko
Arts & Entertainm~nl Editor

GSU art student Dereck Paul
recently won first place at the Central
Bank of the Bahamas 13th Annual Art
Exhibition and Competition. Paul's
winning piece, entitled "The Prodigy,"
was among 123 paintings entered in the
contest.
"'I felt very privileged to earn this
award. It was a major turning point in
my life and my work. It [the award] has
encouraged me to be genuine, to be
myself. Winning this award is a gift
from God. I am grateful to everyone
who has made this possible in the
Bahamas, and to all the wonderful
people at GSU who have encouraged me
and inspired me to reach my dreams."
The award-winning piece is

His creation represents humanity coexisitng with nature.
Joyce Morishita, faculty advisor for
the project, said this was a challenging
project for the students. "These are three

"'The Prodigy' is a painting of a mother
holding her child almost up to the sun,
only the sun isn't really the sun, it is a
sand dollar. Those are the types of icons I
use in my work. I use sand dollars, plants,
vegetation, fruits, or anything that is
related to plant life," said Paul.
Paul bas always been an artist, however, he did not start out at GSU. Prior to
enrolling at GSU, Paul was a math student
in North Carolina. "From 1992 to 1994 I
was studying math to get into the architectural program, however, I changed my
major and decided to study art instead,"
said Paul.
Paul then switched to GSU. "I came to
visit my sister, and I visited the GSU art,
print-making, and sculpture studios. I was
really impressed with the work. This
inspired me to study at GSU, plus Chicago
is really well known for its artwork.

This self-taught artist has been
painting since he was a child.
"Nobody taught me to paint. I
consider it a gift from God. I
remember when I was young, my
mom said to me, you are a very
talented boy, you will be very good
someday."
Paul and two other GSU artists
have been commissioned to paint a
mural here at GSU, which ~as
unveiled on Friday, December 13
(see related story, this page). He
said, " the mural represents diversity,
which has been the theme at GSU for
the Fall 1996 trimester. I was very
honored and privileged to be
commissioned, and I hope all of the
students can find something in the
mural to appreciate on a personal
level."

gifted but very different artists, and they
were able to merge their personal styles
into a coherent whole," she said.
Each of the artists has received
numerous awards and each has partici-

pated in group and solo exhibitions. They will all be pursuing
Master of Fine Arts degrees
after completing their studies at
GSU.

From left to right:
Artists Dereck P.
Paul, Sergio Gomez
and Javier Chavira
in front of their
mural, titled •Diversity Evolving from
the Essence of a
Unified University, •
on permanent
display at the
entrance to the Hall
of Governors, GSU
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Cynthia Cruz
By Jessica Bole
Appointed GSU's Coordinator of Community College
Relations in January 1996, Cruz
is responsible for developing and
updating articulation agreements.
These are joint agreements
concerning what college courses
transfer between a community
college and GSU. Dual enrollment enables students to finish
courses at a junior college, then
begin at GSU. Cruz helps
coordinate a dual-college plan
for prospective GSU students.
For students who want to
enter GSU's Business School, for
example, Cruz notifies the
student's transfer center at the
current school. Cruz discusses
curriculum requirements and
lower-level courses that will
transfer to GSU.
After graduating from U of I
at Urbana- Champaign with a
Bachelor's of Arts in Sociology
seven years ago, Cruz accidentally "stumbled into college

Coordinator of College Relations

admissions." She worked at U of
I Urbana as an assistant to the
director of Admissions. Her
rresponsiblities included recruiting students of color in Chicago;
coordinating U of I faculty and
dean visits to Chicago high
school's counselors; implementing on-site application workshops for the Chicago public
schools; and revamping the
student home visit program.
Cruz also organized and developed admissions information
sessions for counselors and
coordinated campus visits for
prospective and new students.
Cruz enoyed college admissions
so much that she went back to
school, receiving a Master's in
Education from U of I in
Chicago.
After earning an advanced
degree, Cruz accepted the
position of assistant director of
College Admissions at the
University of Chicago. Cruz's
responsibilities included; high
school recruitment in Chicago

and the Southwestern United
States; reviewing and evaluating
admissions applicants; interviewing prospective students; and
revising the school's Latino

student brochure. In additon,
Cruz managed the budgets for
the "Students of Color" programs
and student travel.
Cruz's next position at the
University of Chicago was
transfer coordinator in the office
of College Admissions. Cruz's

duties included; initiating
contact and visiting community
colleges in Chicago and the
Southwestern United States;
supervising professional staff
during the
transfer
application
reading cycle;
updating all
transfer
applications
and publications. In
addition, Cruz
advised
prospective
transfer
students on
admissions
requirements,
and reviewed and evaluated
transfer programs.
Cruz sees her position at
GSU as an opportunity to
continue working with transfer
students. Her GSU experience
has been "really good." "Everyone has been very open and

welcoming," Cruz said. Since
starting last January, Cruz has
coordinated a program designed
to help faculty to recruit new
students called the "Ambassador
Program."
Cruz has recently decided to
further her education and plans
to obtain a second Master's
degree in Counseling and a Ph.D.
in Counseling Psychology. Her
goal is to work in a university
counseling center and to teach
counseling.
Cruz is a member of four
professional associations:
Instructor-Junior Achievement:
Project Business; Co-chairperson-Local Arrangements
Committee-Chicago National
College Fair; Co-chairpersonProfessionals for Latino Recruitment in Higher Education; and
College Director-Illinois
Association of College Admissions Counselors (IACAC). She
was the recipient of IACAC's
Newcomer Award for 1991-1992.

Donna Gellatly - Early Achiever Does It All
by Heather Deakin
For those of us already over
the age of 20, it is hard to
imagine graduating from college
at age 19. It might be equally
difficult to imagine getting paid
to travel to such exotic places as
Japan, China, Hungary,
Budapest, and Helsinki. Donna
Gellatly, a Professor of Health
Administration at Governors
State University (GSU), has done
all of those things and much
more.
Gellatly graduated from
DePaul University in Chicago at
the age of 19, with a Bachelor's
of Science in Commerce
specializing in accounting. She
was also a member of Beta
Alpha Psi, the National Honorary
Accounting Fraternity. In spite
of these accomplishments, she
had difficulty finding a job.
''The public accounting firms
stated I was too young," said
Gellatly.
Eventually she saw an ad in
the newspaper for a position at
Presbyterian Saint Luke's
Hospital. She applied for the job
of accountant. Donald Oder,
vice president of finance at the
time, interviewed Gellatly and
told her a story. "His wife was
an accountant, and when people
found out they were dating while
working in the same public
accounting firm, she was fired.
He told me if his wife ever found
out that he turned down a
qualified female accountant, he
would be sleeping on the sofa for
the rest of his life, so I got the
job." Oder is now the Chief
Operating Officer of Rush
Presbyterian Saint Luke's
Medical Center. "I consider him
my mentor," said Gellatly. "He
was the one who got me interested in the healthcare accounting and finance field and gave
me my first job."
In June, 1972, Gellatly
earned her Master of Business
Administration degree, specializing in accounting, from DePaul

University. In 1973 she did
1985-1987. She was part of the
United States Figure Skating
additional graduate course work
Illinois C.P.A. Society. She
Association. She was the
in accounting at the UCLA, and
served as a Hospital Committee
accountant behind the judges.
in September of that year she
Member from 1989-1990, and
Gellatly got to know a lot of the
Relations with Accounting
figure skaters. "Janet Lynn was
earned her State of Illinois
Certificate and became a
Educators Committee Member
my favorite ice skater," she said.
from 1985-1987. She was also
There were also some very nice
Certified Public Accountant and
associated with the Technical
fringe benefits. One of those
Registered (Licensed) Public
Accountant. In 1985 she was
Publication Reviewer.
benefits was getting to travel
admitted to the doctoral program
As a professional, Gellatly
with the figure skating team and
belongs to a number of organiza- judges to Japan, China, Hungary,
at the University of Illinois in
Chicago and did additional
tions such as the American
Buddapest, and Helsinki for the
Institute of Certified Public
winter Olympics, World Chamcourse work in Management.
In addition to her academic
Accountants, Illinois C.P.A.
pionships and other competipursuits, for the past 20 years
Society, Healthcare Financial
lions. She also did accounting at
Gellatly has been a guest lecturer Management Association
the Nationals in Phoenix,
for the Western Hospital
(Advanced Member), Women's
Arizona, and Orlando, Florida.
Health Executive Network,
"Those were the nice years," said
Association; Illinois Hospital
American College of Healthcare
Gellatly. Other times she was in
Association; Illinois Homes for
the Aging; Cook
---------------------cities like
County Hospital
Indianapolis
Continuing
Education
Program; Central

Gellatly plans to apply for
Sabbatical to study in Tempe,
Arizona, Where She'll WOrk On her
Doctorate in Public Administration
and Healthcare Finance.

Service Managers
Association; and
Junior Achievement. From 1976
to 1981, Gellatly was also a
seminar instructor for Ernst &
Whitney in Chicago; and from
1981 to 1984, she was a parttime instructor in accounting
courses at Mundelein College of
Chicago, and Morton Junior
College in Berwyn.
In 1984, Gellatly became a
Professor of Health Administration at GSU. On September 1,
1990, she was awarded tenure at
GSU. She teaches courses in
Healthcare Accounting and
Finance, Human Resource
Management, and Strategic
Planning. In the Winter of '97
she will be teaching ACCT 402,
Management Accounting for
Healthcare Organizations, and
HLAD 846, graduate Healthcare
Finance.
Gellatly has also participated
in providing many professional
services. For the Healthcare
Financial Management Associations, she was a Membership
Committee Member from 19881989. She was also an Education
Matrix Committee Member from

Executives, and the American
Society for Public Administration.
As if all this were not
enough, Gellatly has also been
very active in community
service. She is a board member
for Missionary Sisters of the
Holy Spirit Corp., (1989present); a board member for St.
Therese Human Service Corporation and Successor under the
auspices of the Lenthrup Health
Center Corp., (1895-present);
Vice President for St. Therese
Human Service Corporation
since 1988; Finance Committee
Chair for the St. Therese Medical
Center; and a school board
member for Alvernia High
School in Chicago where she
chaired their Scholarship
Committee from 1986 to 1989,
and served as a member of the
Finance Committee from 1985 to
1987.
One of the most exciting and
interesting phases of Gellatly's
professional career has been her
work as an accountant for the

with four feet of
snow.
Accounting

is considered
one of the safest
occupations in
the world;
however, Gellatly discovered
that sometimes there are unusual
occupational hazards. Last year
she became very ill in London
during a World Competition.
She ended up with Bronchial
Asthma because her feet sat on
the ice, or right next to the ice,
for about 14 hours a day for the
different competitions. She got
so ill that she had to take off for
about two and a half months.
Gellatly stated, "Right now I just
want to get healthy. Maybe I'll
get back to it, but not right now."
In the meantime, Gellatly has
continued to advance her
professional career by taking
and passing the Healthcare
Fellows Associations Exam. She
took the exam in June of this
year and found out that she
passed in August. "The exam is
extremely difficult to pass,"
Gellatly explained. "There are
approximately 34,000 people in
the association and only 1,550
current or past members have
achieved the ' Fellow' status."
Gellatly also received the

"Bronze Award" for getting the
third highest score on the exam.
Currently Gellatly ' s services
include helping newly formed
companies established by GSU ' s
alumni. One of the companies
was Melmedica Children's
Healthcare Inc., Country Club
Hills, IL. This company was
started by Melody O'Neal and
Sandra Matteson. Their company specializes in pediatric
home care services to children.
This company is one of the
fastest growing in the Fortune
500.
As a synthesis of all of
Gellatly's professional activities,
she has developed a strong
interest in alternative healthcare
delivery systems. Alternative
healthcare provides home health,
long term care, and medical
group practice medicine.
Gellatly plans to apply for
Sabbatical to study in Tempe,
Arizona. There she will work on
her Doctorate in Public Administration and Healthcare Finance.
She is still a licensed registered Certified Public Accountant. She likes to keep her
license current. She explains,
"one of the problems, with being
a licensed accountant is the fact
that you have to have forty hours
a year continuing education. She
tries to find her continuing
education in warm climates.
"This year I went to Las Vegas
to take some continuing education," said Gellatly. "In previous
years I have gone to Phoenix,
Arizona, and San Diego,
California, so I try do my
continuing education in warm
weather. That really is a
problem, because of the extensive amount of continuing
education required of an accountant."
Gellatly stated if she were to
rule the world, " I would like to
establish certificate management
programs in long term care,
medical practice management
and home health. I believe this
is where the future is going."
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''Coming to America Changed
My Life''

International
Corner

by Candice Sexton

cations and Advertising in 1994
in Bangkok. When asked about
Thailand universities,
Chaipatikul replied, "there are 10
universities in Bangkok and only
a certain number of people can
be admitted. Thailand is a small
country and many students are
International students." The first
school she attended in America
was the famed Columbia College
School of Journalism, Missouri
University, Missouri, where she

Editor

Nationality Day
Celebrates Chile
by Ratchanee Chaipatikul
On November 21, 1996, the
Office of International Services
at GSU celebrated Nationality
Day by holding a day-long
symposium on Chile, South
America in the Sherman Recital
Hall.
Vreni Zentner Mendoza, who
organized the event, opened the
program with a welcome to all
guests and introduced Dr. Larry
Levinson, the next speaker.
The beginning of the program
discussed the country of Chile,
its geography, climate, history,
and education.

Geography and
Climate
Chile is a long, thin country
in the southwestern part of South
America. It stretches from the
middle of South America next to
Peru down to the bottom of
South America. Chile is like
California because it has an
ocean on the entire west coast of
the country, but is much thinner
(less than 110 miles across).
Chili is nearly twice the size of
California reaching over 302,000
square miles.
Along the entire east side of
Chile is the Andes Mountains,
Chile's dominant physical
feature. The ranges are widest in
the northern region, with many
mountains topping 20,000 feet.
The country's highest peak, Ojos
del Salado (22,615 feet), is found
in the northern region. Agricultural is the heart of Chile in the
central region and is the most
heavily populated area of the
country. This agricultural area is
between the Aconcagua and BioBio rivers. The southern region
disappears below sea level, and
long chains of islands dot the
coastline. The Andes mountains
do not exceed about 6,000 feet
here.
This area is geologically
unstable and prone to earthquakes and volcanic activity.
Composed of many islands
stretching from the top of the
country to the bottom, Chile also
claims a section of Antarctica.
Many islands are well known,
such as Archipelagoes, Cape
Horn, Easter Island and Tierra
del Fuego. Because of it's size,
Chile's terrain and climate vary a
lot. In the north, it is desert and
arid, fertile and like the Mediterranean in the central valley, and
volcanoes and lakes make the

south part of the country cool
and damp.

History
The first European visitor to
what is now Chile was the
Portuguese Explorer Ferdinand
Magellan, who came in 1520. The
country was then known to its
people as "Tchili," or "snow." The
south regions of Chile were
inhabited by people known as
"Araucanians," and the north by
Incas, originally of Peru.
The capital of Chile, Santiago,
was established in 1541 by the
Spanish officer, Pedro de Valdivia.
Valdivia invaded and defeated the
Araucanians, and established
Concepcion in 1550 and Valdivia
in 1552. However, in 1553, the
Araucanians succeeded in retaking
some of the cities, killing Valdivia
in the process.
The Spanish were slow to take
over Chile because it did not have
important minerals to harvest.
Agriculture did not supply enough
products to interest the Spanish,
and exporting agricultural items
was difficult due to the mountains.

The Pe

e

The capital of Chile and its
largest city is Santiago, and
Chile's population is an estimated
13.8 million people of SpanishIndian, European, and Indian
descent. Roman catholic is the
dominant religion, and the official
language is Spanish.
Education is not as important
to Chile as other countries.
Children only have to attend
school up to eighth grade. But the
literacy rate is 96%.
Chile is a republic country,
and gained it's independence
September 18, 1810, but didn't
establish it's constitution until
March 11, 1981. Major political
parties include the Christian
Democrat Party, the national
Renewal party, the Party for
Democracy, the Radical Party and
the Socialist Party

Afternoon sessions
Food and music from Chile
were available in the Hall of
Governors at lunch time.
In the afternoon, market/trade
information was presented, and a
panel discussion on Chile's Free
Enterprise & Economic Experience was lead by Dr. Carlos
Rodriguez and Dr. Bruce Fischer.
The closing session was a
presentation on finance and
investment.
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degree, she'll be here another
year.
Family means something
different to Chaipatikul than
most young American college
students. American kids going
away to college for the first time
can't wait to get away from
home. Not so for typical Thai
college students. In Thailand,
"you don't move out of the house
until you're married," said
Chaipatikul. Students stay at
home and go to school, and if

For most students at GSU,
getting a college education
involves getting acquainted with
classes, the campus, maybe
feeling like a "student" again
after many years as a "mother,"
"wife," or "worker," For 24year-old Ratchanee Chaipatikul,
getting a college education
involves much more- it involves
new experiences,
-------------------------------------------- youdon'tgoto
loneliness and
overcoming immense
obstacles to better
you marry. Family
herself and her
is everything.
country.
In addition to
Chaipatikul, an
missing her family,
international student
Chaipatikul misses
from Bangkok,
the closeness a
Thailand, came to
America to learn and
have new experiences. Upon her received her bachelor's degree
cans are totally different.
return home to Thailand, she
this past year. When asked why
Friends go in a group [in
hopes to utilize her major, Media she chose GSU to study for her
Thailand]. Here people just talk
Communications, to advance her
master's degree in Media
-they don't go out after school in
country and offer insights only
Communications, she said, "a
[those same] groups. My Thai
she can due to her intimate
Taiwanese friend at Columbia
friends at Columbia, we were a
experiences here.
got his bachelor's degree from
group and did everything
"I was not afraid to come to
GSU and said it was a nice
together- during class and after
America, I was excited," said
school." Chaipatikul took a trip
class."
to GSU, liked what she saw, and
Chaipatikul. "I had to learn
Chaipatikullooks forward to
English when I came here. I had
decided it was for her. In
completing her degree and
it in school but learned English
addition to liking GSU, however, returning home. "American life
from books that taught mostly
GSU attracted her for other
is important in Thailand and how
grammar." Not only did
reasons. "I can get my degree
to communicate that in Thailand
Chaipatikul have to learn how to
here fast and return home," she
is very important," said
speak English, but learn how to
said.
Chaipatikul. She plans on using
write and read English as well
Chaipatikul misses her family her degree in Communications
upon her arrival. Imagine, upon
terribly and they dominate her
and what she's absorbed from
entering college for the first time, words and thoughts. "I'm really
American culture to advance her
not knowing how to read, write
lonely, I miss my family a lot,"
country and help it prosper. "By
or speak English. That's what
she said. Chaipatikul can only
experiencing American way of
faced Chaipatikul in 1994.
return home 1 time a year and
life, how [Americans] live life,"
has been in America for 2 years
Chaipatikul received an
said Chaipatikul, "I can be a
Associates degree in Communiand 5 months. To complete her
better communicator."

Imagine, upon entering college ~~:t\~o;es~i!'til
for the first time, not knowing
hOW tO read, Write Or Speak
English. That's what faced
Chaipatikul in 1994.
~~:;~~.~::~~

Amy Quaid - Coordinator of Debt
Management and Veterans Affairs
by Michael Scanlan
Amy Quaid is the new
Coordinator of Debt Management and Veterans Affairs in the
Office of Financial Aid. Quaid,
age 26, is a resident of Beverly, a
neighborhood in the southwest
side of Chicago. Originally from
Oak Lawn, she graduated from
Mother MacAuley High School
in 1988, then continued her
education at Illinois State
University, where she graduated
with a Bachelor's of Art degree
in May of 1993.
Quaid is currently enrolled in
the Master's of Education
program at the University of
Illinois at Chicago, and expects
to graduate in December of
1997.
Before coming to work at
Governors State, Quaid worked
at Crain's Communications in
Detroit during the summer
months while completing her
Bachelor's degree. While at
Crain's, she worked on customer
accounts, rectifying outstanding
balances. After graduating from
ISU, Quaid went to work for
First Chicago Bank as a customer service representative,
working there for about a year.

From there she went to the
University of Illinois at Chicago,
where she worked as a Financial
Aid Administrator for about 2
years.
While at UIC, Quaid says
she learned a great deal about
financial aid. At Governors
State, Quaid said she is more
responsible for specific tasks,
and less for the overall financial
aid picture.
Quaid has been working as
Coordinator of Debt Management and Veterans Affairs for six
months as Coordinator of Debt
Management and Veterans
Affairs. She is responsible for
updating loans and promissory
notes, as well as reporting on
student loans to the federal
government.
In addition to these responsibilities, Quaid also processes
veteran's benefits, including
Illinois Veteran's Grants,
National Guard tuition waivers,
and the Montgomery G.J. Bill.
Currently Quaid is preparing the
paperwork that has to be processed for the winter trimester.
One of the tools that Quaid
uses to prepare the benefits for
the general student population is
ED©Express, a Windows-based

computer program supplied by
the federal government. Quaid
just completed a two-day
intensive training program in
Chicago on ED©Express
applications. Unfortunately, the
Veterans Affairs process has to
be completed using actual paper,
and several forms must be
completed to process benefits.
However, Quaid said that the
paper process will be eliminated
for the 1997/1998 school year
when the Veterans Affairs office
switches to a computer based
program.
When Quaid is not at work,
she likes to take at least one nice
vacation a year. In the past three
years she has been to Boston,
Atlanta, and Las Vegas. In 1994,
Quaid traveled to Boston, saying
this was the best city she has
visited. Quaid said, "I loved the
historical ambiance of the city
[Boston)." She enjoyed visiting
Harvard and the "Bull and
Finch," the Boston pub the
television show "Cheers" was
based on. Quaid's trip to Las
Vegas was memorable - she was
delayed 10 hours before leaving
Chicago due to fog and her
return was delayed several hours
due to a freak blizzard in Vegas.

IO------------------------
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Invo}vement Pays Off GSU Student Donna J. Rehm
Get involved in your
Receives Lincoln Laureate Award
college and your
community...
by Sharron Carson
On September 16, 1996,
Karen Struenkel walked through
the doors of Governors State
University not as a student but as
a new employee starting a newly
created position. Her new
position is the business manager
for the Center of Performing
Arts. Presently the position is
part-time, and Struenkel works
20 hours over four days.
Her duties entail preparing
monthly financial reports for
management, overseeing
financial aspects of the Center of
Performing Arts contracts and
rental contracts; auditing the box
office sales; acting as liaison
with GSU's accounting and
comptroller departments;
assisting the executive director in
preparation of the budget; and
working with the executive
director to monitor the budget
and control costs.
Struenkellooks forward to
this position becoming full time
in the future.
She says it has took her five
years to complete her schooling
and she is now experiencing the
rewards from that education.
She had originally applied for a
position in the Budgeting
Department. Although not
selected for this position, she
was disappointed, but not
discouraged. Through GSU's
Student Advisory Office she
learned of the newly created
position in the Center of Performing Arts. The College of
Business recommended her for
the position of business manager
and she accepted.
She shares an office on the
second floor of Building B with
the Executive Director, Jeffery
Ortmann of the Center of
Performing Arts. It is easy to see
that she enjoys her daily tasks
because of the enthusiasm in her
voice during this interview. She
looked at her desk and said, "My
desk isn't always this cluttered
with paperwork. I am busy from
the time I enter the office to
work until the time I leave."
She continued, "There is so
much to do in preparing financial
statements and monthly budgets.
Computer literacy is a plus. A
lot of data needs to be put in
various computer programs.
This makes the financing and
budgeting preparation a lot
easier. But I realize that it takes
time and hard work to make this
possible, and this is why I
accepted this position. I enjoy
challenges."
Struenkel will have earned
her Bachelor's of Arts degree in
Business Administration with a
concentration in finance shortly
after this publication comes out.
She says, "I returned to school in
1992 because I was not utilizing
my full potential in my previous

job positions. Returning to
college has made me a different
person. I have gained selfconfidence, knowledge, and
learned to be involved in many
things which I would not have
done before."
There is no doubt about her
proven track record in getting
involved in activities with her
college and community. She is
president of the GSU Student
Advisory Board, publicity
director of the local chapter of
the League of Women's Voters,
and a member of the VIP
investment club. Besides all of
this, she is the proud parent of a
13- month old daughter.
"Get involved with your
college and your community to
gain experience and leadership
skills. Involvement does not
only provide benefits for your
college and your community, but
also gives you great rewards and
sound accomplishments," states
Struenkel.
It is often said that education
plays an important role in a
person's life. Struenkel holds an
overall GPA of 4.0 in GSU's
Honors Program. During each
trimester at GSU she has been on
the Dean's List and the National
Dean's List. She has received
the National Collegiate Business
Merit Award and scholarships
from the Financial Executives
Institute and the Donald W.
Hansen Memorial Endowed
Foundation. When attending
Prairie State College, she was the
1994 Business Student of the
Year, maintaining an overall
GPA of 4.0 for three semesters
while remaining on the
President's Lists.
In earlier years, Struenkel
worked as a manager with
various stores in the area. She
has had experience in projected
sales, keeping inventory,
working with employees and
ensuring customers' satisfaction.
These various duties have
enabled her to become more
versatile in her skills and more
knowledgeableabout business
administration.
Struenkel states, "It's not
easy being a mother, a student,
and a career woman. I don't get
much time to myself. Occasionally I get the chance to read a
book, other than a classroom
textbook. But I realize and know
that in the end there is a just
reward waiting for me."
Not many people can say that
getting involved has paid off as it
has for Karen Struenkel. It is
worth knowing that an education
and maintaining good grades are
accomplishments that give
justifiable rewards. It is good to
see that strong involvement,
determination and dedication
have given this young student
returning to school the opportunity to fulfill this newly created
position dnd strive for success.

by Def!ise Graham Zahn
Coordinator of Public Information
GSU student, Donna J. Rehm
of Orland Park, was awarded the
Lincoln Laureate Award during
the Twenty-Second Annual
Student Laureate Award Ceremony.

Rehm was nominated by Dr.
Constance L. Edwards, Nursing
Program Director in GSU's
College of Health Professions
and the nomination was supported by the award reviewing
committee.
Rehm has maintained a
straight "A" grade point average,
while balancing "the competing

added.
Rehm has received a Community Service Award from the
Division of Nursing and Health
Professions for her outstanding
undergraduate student volunteer
work in nursing for the homeJess clinic. She is "the type of
Illinois university student that we
wish we could clone again and

From left to right: Gov. Jim Edgar, Lincoln Laureate Donna Rehm, Regent of the
Academy W. Russell Withers, Jr., Mrs. Edgar, GSU President Paula Wolff.
The ceremony, which took
place on Nov. 23 in the House of
Representatives of the Illinois
State Capitol in Springfield, Ill.,
was attended by GSU President
Paula Wolff. Awards were
presented by Governor and Mrs.
Jim Edgar.
Wolff said that Rehm "is an
excellent student and exemplifies
the non-traditional student that
makes up the majority of GSU's
student body. Donna is an asset
to GSU and the community. She
successfuly balances a family, a
full-time job and her academic
goals."
Each year an outstanding
senior from each of the four-year
degree-granting institutions of
higher learning in Illinois is
awarded the Student Lincoln
Academy Medallion, becoming a
Student Laureate. These
students are honored for their
overall excellence in curricular
and extracurricular activities.

roles of wife, mother, student and
community," said Robert E.
Leftwich, GSU professor of
nursing, in support of the
nomination.
Rehm is an officer in the
Professional Nurses Organization
and has volunteered her time and
skills at the PADS homeless
health care clinic in Chicago
Heights. She is also active in
community affairs in Orland
Park and school volunteer work
(PTA).
"Rehm is currently conducting a small planned change
project in a local school district
to enhance school health
personnel in approaches to food
allergies among elementary
school children," said Edwards
in her nomination. "She looks
for appointments in various
settings to share her nursing
skills and knowledge. Her
pleasant, smiling personality
adds to group settings," she

again. She is a credit to the
nursing profession, to Governors
State University and to the state
of Illinois," said Leftwich.
Rehm was graduated from
Evangelical School of Nursing in
1978 as a registered nurse (R.N.)
and took a refresher course in
nursing at Moraine Valley
Community College in 1991. At
GSU she has been on the Dean's
List, Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and Colleges and a student
representative on the Curriculum
Committee.
Since becoming an R.N., she
has worked for Christ Hospital,
for Dr. David Cole, Kimberly
Quality Care, Olsten Kimberly
Quality Care and is currently an
R.N./Health Aide for Orland
School District 135.
She is a member of the
Illinois Nurses Association
(INA) and the American Nursing
Association (ANA).

Family Affairs and Office Careers:
An Interview with Therese Sage
By: Kristel D. Flynn
Last April, Therese Sage
became Director of Financial Aid
at GSU. Responsible for day to
day operations of the office and
the administration of GSU
student's financial aid, her
responsibilities include everything from budgeting and
planning to counseling.
Sage comments that there's
not necessarily a "typical" work
day for her. Meetings, counseling sessions, and computer work
are typical. "This is what makes
my job enjoyable. Every day
seems to bring something new
and different. I am not always
doing the same thing."
Prior to working for GSU,
Sage worked for the University
of Illinois at Chicago for eight
years in the Office of Financial
Aid. Beginning as a counselor,
she worked her way up to

Assistant Director, and finally to
Associate Director.
Sage grew up in Beverly, a
Chicago neighborhood, where
she continues to reside. "We
want our children to grow up in
an area where family and
community is important," she
says.
Sage attended Mother of
Sorrows High School for 3 years
-the high school closed after her
junior year. She was allowed to
go to college for her senior year,
allowing her to get a high school
diploma in addition to completing a year of college.
Continuing along her
educational path, Sage received
a Bachelor's degree in Mathematics from St. Xavier College
and a Master's degree in Public
Administration from the University of Illinois at Chicago.
All this hard work obviously
paid off. Sage finds her new

position to be very rewarding.
"When I see a student enter GSU
and progress through a degree
with my office's help, I know
why I have the job I have."
Coming home from a long
day at work, Sage enjoys
relaxing with a good book or
movie. Museums and plays are
top on her list of things to do, as
well. In addition, she cherishes
spending time with her family.
So what's next for Sage? A
new position, beginning in
May... motherhood! Sage and her
husband are expecting their first
child in a few months.
As enjoyable as life is now,
with a rewarding job and loving
family, Sage, an already accomplished woman, still aspires to
better herself. "My long term
goals would be to return to
school for a Ph.D. and become a
Dean of Student Affairs."
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George Carpenter - Producing the Big Picture
By Glynn Morgan
Seeing the "big picture"
sometimes, is not nearly as
important as becoming involved
in its formation. For George
Carpenter, sports director/
production coordinator at Jones
Intercable, and media-communications, adjunct professor at
Governors State University,
unfolding the "big picture,"
drives his creative juices.
Carpenter, a 28-year-old Park
Forest homeowner, not only
works two jobs, but, also heads a
family of three, which includes
his wife, Nancy and their son,
Matthew James. How does
Carpenter maintain such a heavy
workload and contribute to his
family? Carpenter confides that
he takes his goals "one day at a
time."
Part of taking on goals is to
continue on with them to their
completion. "To see things start,
see things progress, and see
things end, that's the kind of
person I am," remarked Carpenter. Working in the production
field allows this producer/
director, an avenue to pursue
concepts to their finale. "I chose
production," said Carpenter,
"because it had more to do with
being in a creative situation.
Coming up with a concept,
developing the concept, executing the production phases, then
editing it all together is what I
like."
There are times however,
when life situations eventually

alter one's chosen path.
Carpenter's childhood was spent
changing schools, friends and
places of residence, as he and his
family moved a total of nine
times. Born in Oak Lawn,
lllinois,
Carpenter
ended up
living in six
different states
through high
school.
Even
college life
presented
similar
geographical
instability, as
Carpenter
changed
schools after
his sophomore
year. Originally, he
enrolled at the
University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, in the fall of 1986.
By 1988, he made his way back
to the Chicago area, and attended
GSU [Governors State University] to complete his degree.
Developing an idea and
understanding how to implement
it, sometimes takes trial and
error. The same could be said for
Carpenter's decision to enter
video production. When he
enrolled at Tennessee, Carpenter
first chose to major in electrical
engineering [EE]. "I was told by
my physics, computer math, and
calculus teachers that, I would be
wasting talent if I didn't go into

engineering." Carpenter decided
to follow their advice.
Although he proved to be a
solid "B" average student, he just
wasn't interested in engineering.
Carpenter held an afininty for

coordinator, he applied and was
hired by the Matteson facility's
program producer, Gerard
Grabowski.
Carpenter was officially
bitten by the production bug on

video equipment and production
methods, something he acquired
when working in his high
school's NV [audio/video]
department. Taking a few
television and broadcasting
courses while in Knoxville, and
liking them, Carpenter pursued a
communications degree in
earnest once he arrived on GSU's
campus.
Like a number of today's
GSU production students,
Carpenter signed on for an
internship program with Jones
lnetercable, which at that time
was called Centel. Later, a
position opened for access

his first video shoot, a football
game at Andrews High School.
It was an experience he jokingly
referred to as, "a rickety operation." They [the production
crew] only had two cameras,
which had to be powered by
batteries. Since the had no
camera cables, video wire was
ruin to the cameras from the
director's truck. Even the
wireless intercom system was
"cheezy" at best. "It was so bad,
and yet I enjoyed the hell out of
it," exclaimed Carpenter.
Eventually, a production
coordinator's position opened for
Carpenter, he took it and helped
creatively expand Jones' L.O.
department. L.O. stands for
local origination, whereby
programming is produced for
and by the cable company. In his
first year, they televised seven
high school sporting events,
three football and four basketball
games. Jones' slate now
includes a game of the week for
an entire regular season of boys'
football, basketball, baseball, and
hockey. Throughout the year
girls' softball, basketball, soccer
and a host of other sports share
television air time. Jones' L.O.
department initially aired only
two hours a week, but, now airs
about 11 hours a day and
sometimes up to 15 hours on
weekends.
Carpenter, as aGSU adjunct
professor, brings the same
creativity, initiative and focus
toward completion into his
classroom. According to
Carpenter, "teaching the students
is great," but, because he's not a
full-time professor, his role as
adjunct teacher limits the things
he can do. Nevertheless, he
teaches several production
classes, including basic T.V.,
directing, remote video, and
editing. Along with teaching, he
oversees the media lab, and is

Koko Taylor Interview
continued from page 1
women, abuse them, beat them
and rape them. That song came
from my heart, and if it keeps
one young girl from being
victimized it was worth it," said
Taylor. The song attracted
national attention when Taylor
performed it live on the NBCTV network show "Conan
O'Brien."
"Force of Nature" also
features updated versions of
classic songs such as "Hound
Dog," which Taylor made her
own using her unique singing
style. "I put a lot of time, effort
and concentration into the
'Force of Nature' album," said
Taylor. "I put all of my heart,
my mind, my soul, everything,
into every song and every
lyric."
Taylor spent her childhood
in Memphis, Tennessee, singing
Gospel music. She would
sneak out back to play the blues
with her siblings. "We used
homemade instruments that
were made of wire, nails and
corncobs. We'd play the blues
using that, and my voice," said
Taylor.
The singer was influenced
by many of the great blues
artists. "I was influenced the
most by Muddy Waters; my
other influences were Howlin'
Wolf, Big MaMa Thorton,
Bessy Smithy and Sonny Boy
Williamson."
C> 1997 The Innovator

Taylor moved to Chicago at
18 and married the late Robert
"Pops" Taylor. By day, she
earned a living cleaning houses
on the North Shore. By night,
Taylor invaded the blues clubs,
singing her music and observing
her childhood idols up close.
The artist's big break came in
1962 when she was discovered
by the famous Chicago blues
producer, Willie Dixon. "Producer Willie Dixon came up to
me and said, 'My God, I've
never heard a woman sing the
blues like you sing the blues.
That's what the world needs
today, a woman with a voice like
yours to sing the blues.' From
that point on, Willie produced
my records, and secured a
contract for me with Chess
Records," said Taylor. Dixon
was executive producer of
"Wang Dang Doodle," Taylor's
million-selling, chart-topping hit.
Taylor's talents have enabled
her to become a film star as well
as world-class entertainer and
personality. Her favorite role
was that of the lounge singer in
the David Lynch film, "Wild at
Heart.''
In addition to film, the singer
was the subject of a PBS-TV
documentary, and has given
performances on "CBS This
Morning," "The David Letterman
Show," "Night Watch," and
"Conan O'Brien," among others.

She's been featured in "People
Magazine," "Entertainment
Weekly," and in a cover story
for "Uving Blues Magazine.''
"Rolling Stone Magazine"
called Taylor "a legendary
performer."
Taylor continued to perform
live concerts with her dynamic
band, "The Blues Machine.''
"We play about 200 concerts a
year," said Taylor. "I plan to
keep on doing this as long as my
health allows me to.''
For Taylor, success means
inspiring someone else with her
work. "When a person is truly
moved by one of my songs, or is
inspired to sing the blues
because of me, it makes it all
worthwhile. It is a really special
feeling to touch the lives of
young aspiring musicians.''
Koko Taylor has succeeded
in an area of music that's been
traditionally male dominated,
and is an inspiration to both
male and female artists. Taylor
sings her music not only for
herself, but for everyone. "I
sing because God has given me
a gift, and I want to share it with
the world. To all aspiring young
artists, close your eyes, feel the
music in your heart, and say to
yourself, 'if Koko can do it, I can
do it too."'
Taylor's current release, "Force
of Nature," is available at all
music stores.

se\\ \t

responsible for a majority of the
video equipment purchased on
GSU's media budget.
Success is measured by a
person's accomplishments.
Carpenter feels most successful
as an instructor, when he watches
a student progress in knowledge
and ability gained, from day one
to semester's end. One former
student remarked, "George
taught me a lot about video
production, and has been a quiet
inspiration for me.''
Speaking of inspiration,
nothing inspires Carpenter more
to continue onward than his son,
Matthew James Carpenter.
When thinking of his soon-to-be
two-year-old son, Carpenter
shared, " ... somedays its been
like where have the two years
gone. Then at other times its
been like I don't remember when
he wasn't around.''
For Carpenter, having and
raising his son goes back to what
he calls "the completion thing,"
seeing something through to its
conclusion. "I was there when
he [Matthew] started, when he
came out, and I want to be there
to see this one scenario go on
through.''
When asked for a selfanalysis, Carpenter flushed and
responded, "I am truly a unique
individual, and that's probably a
good thing for this planet.''
Playfully, he related a family
story on how his name should
have been Mark Allen Carpenter.
However, during labor his father
threatened his mother with
something, upon which she
relented, exclaiming, "whatever!" His father then proceeded
to name him George the third.
Carpenter professes to have
no teaching skills, yet, he
instructs several media courses
every semester, and is currently
overseeing renovations on the
school's media lab. He also
admits to not being a "people
person," but, he manages a
production crew ranging upwards to eight people, and
effectively markets the station's
public image. To this day, he's
never had to question the ethics
of his teaching or production
career.
Reflectively, Carpenter states,
"GSU is a memorable place for
me.'' Here he's acquired a
degree; an internship which led
to a full-time production job;
plus a part-time teaching position
and a wife. You see, Carpenter
met his wife of five years, Nancy
in MCOM 440, Basic Television
Production.
Ironically enough, one of the
doors leading into Governors
State reads - "Welcome to the
place to finish what you started.''
It appears as though George
Carpenter has completed one
cycle only to begin another.
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"A New Face for a
New Program"
,.

by David Buie'
Ann Vendrely was born in Canada
and lived there for five years. She has
Jived in a variety of different places,
including Virginia, Michigan, New York
State, and, Colorado. The snow-capped
mountains and the great outdoors of
Colorado made this her favorite place to
Jive far.
Ann Vendrely, an active woman in her
early 30s, is married with a set of threeyear-old twins. She enjoys skiing, hiking,
and traveling.
In February 1996 Vendrely joined the
Governors State University faculty as codirector and academic coordinator of
Clinical Education. She previously
worked at Caremark UC Center for Sports
Medicine in Matteson as Center Manager,
and staff physical therapist. Her responsibilities included: patient care, staff
development, center marketing, physician
relationships, customer service, and
corporate policy implementation.
Before moving to Illinois in 1992,
Vendrely worked as Lead Therapist at
Rose Rehabilitation P.C. Colorado
Springs, Colorado, in addition she held
the positions of staff physical therapist ,
and chairperson for the continuous quality
Improvement committee, which involved
supervision of clinical and office staff,
developing new programs, patient care,
and risk assessment, among many other
duties and responsibilities
Vendrely graduated from The University of Indianapolis Krannert Graduate
School of Physical Therapy where she
received her Master's of Science in
physical therapy, She received her
Bachelor's Degree and Teachers Certification in physical education, and general
science from Goshen College in Goshen,
Indiana.
In addition to her educational background, Vendrely has also received
training in a wide array of subjects
relating to her field of study, they are as
follows: Introduction to Muscle Energy
Technique (Colorado Springs, Colorado),
Covey Leadership Seminar (Chicago
Illinois), Introduction to Hand Therapy
(Chicago, Illinois), An Integrated Approach to Knee Rehabilitation (LaJolla,
California), Presentation skills Seminar
(Deerfield, Illinois), Basic Certification
course for Clinical instructors (San
Antonio Texas).
Throughout her professional career
Vendrely has given presentations on
common orthopedic injuries to U.S. Swim
and Fitness Health Club Staff, Physical
Therapy in Sports Medicine, and What is
Physical therapy?
The physical therapy program
Vendrely coordinates at GSU is the only
state supported, entry-level Master's
Degree program in Illinois. It is a new
program and students will be accepted
beginning the winter trimester 1997, the
requirement for this program is that

students must all have earned Bachelor's
Degree.
The following is an interview that was
held on December 2, 1996.

Buie': Is physical therapy something
you have always wanted to do ?
Vendrely: I have always been interested in the medical [field) but I have also
been interested in education and so after
practicing as a physical therapist for eight
or nine years I was ready for a change and
decided to switch into education. It's
different
Buie': Why did you come to Governors State University?
Vendrely: Well, about a year ago I was
invited by Dean Cecilia Rokusek to serve
on a Curriculum Committee and Advisory
Board to help her develop the physical
therapy program here, and that was pretty
enjoyable, so when they opened up a
faculty search I applied for a faculty
position.
Buie': Do you enjoy the educational
aspect of your field more than the
clinical?
Vendrely: Yes. It's still so new to me
so it's still really exciting
Buie': What are some of the best
points of being faculty here at Governors
State University?
Vendrely: Seeing students learn .
Buie': What do you feel is your most
redeeming quality as a teacher?
Vendrely: Patience. I try to take my
time and give everyone time to process
things.
Buie': What is most difficult about
your job?
Vendrely: It involves a lot of paperwork and coordination. In our profession
the academic program has to be accredited
for students to take the licensing exams,
so if we don't gain accreditation, the
students will never get into practice. It is
very important, very time-consuming and
paper intensive.
Buie': Is there any person to whom
you feel you owe a lotto? Maybe someone who gave you that extra push?
Vendrely: My parents have always
been supportive , in fact my dad is the one
who showed me what physical therapy
was. So he introduced me to the field. As
far as being here [GSU) I would have to
say Dean Rokusek has been the most
influential as far as getting to know this
university and this program.
Buie': Where do you see yourself in
10 years?
Vendrely: Hopefully tenured, and
teaching a lot of classes. I really plan on
this being a career change.
Buie': What would you say was the
most important event that has happened in
your life?
Vendrely: Probably the birth of my
children, I have twins and that has probably
been the most life changing experience
(laughing). They are three years old now,
that's an event... one boy one girl.
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Waiting for you at First Rendezvous!
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Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Brithday
Commemoration
January 22
Noon- 2 p.m.
The Center for
Performing Arts

Make Real the Dream: Frame
the Vision for the 21st Century

Convocation
continued from page 1
added to the faculty member's base
salary in 1996-97.
Jay Boersma, professor of photography, College of Arts and Sciences, was
commended for his outstanding achievements in utilizing new technology and its
applications and for sharing this information with the university and the
community.
Dr. Authur Bourgeois, professor of
art history, was commended for his
command of the broad spectrum of
cultural expressions that he teaches and
for creative and effective delivery of
instruction. He is regarded as an
outstanding scholar and teacher.
Dr. Ronald Brubaker, professor of
computer science, was commended for
accelerating the adoption of technology
for excellence in teaching throughout the
university. He is recognized for exceptional program development and service
to the university.
Dr. Jon Carlson, professor of
counseling, is recognized for excellence
in teaching and writing. His creativity
resulted in funding to develop a series of
videotaped counseling sessions that will
be used by students and practitioners to
improve their skills.
Barbara M. Conant, librarian and
professor of library science, is recognized for her accomplishments in the
areas of outstanding service and performance of primary duties. She incorporated Internet training and other instructional technologies into her library
instruction sessions, thereby emphasizing teaching excellence utilizing technology.
Dr. Judith Cooney, professor of
psychology and counseling, is recognized for outstanding service, a central
goal of GSU's mission. Due to her
inspiration, energy and dedication, the
community counseling, school counseling and marriage and family counseling
programs have all been accredited by the
Council for Accreditation of Counseling
Related Education Programs (CACREP).
Dr. Jagdish Dave', professor of
psychology and counseling, is commended for excellence in teaching and
his commitment to cultural diversity. A
typical student comment is "he has
changed my life." His work on the
Diversity and Sense of Community
Committee is particularly noteworthy.

Dr. Arthur Durant, professor of health
administration, is recognized for excellence in teaching and research. He is a
leader in multicultural studies and
teaches students how to use critical
thinking and research.
Dr. Deborah Holdstein, professor of
English and rhetoric, is recognized for
her teaching, research and service. She
is nationally known for her work in
literature, composition and the humanities and technology. Holdstein effectively uses technology in teaching and in
philosophies of teaching.
Dr. Marsha Katz, professor of
management, is honored for excellence in
research and teaching. She is active on
the University Personnel Committee and
university search committees. Katz is an
active researcher and presented a paper in
Montpellier, France.
Dr. Phyllis KJingensmith, professor of
animal physiology, is commended for
exceptional program development and
exceptional service. She is responsible
for developing the new graduate degree
programs in Occupational Therapy and
Physical Therapy. KJingensmith's efforts
represent cross-disciplinary and intercollegiate cooperation.
Dr. Jagan Lingamneni, professor of
criminal justice, is commended for
excellence in teaching and primary duties,
research and service. He discharges his
teaching, advising and program coordination duties with sensitivity to the needs of
culturally and academically diverse
student populations.
Dr. David Matteson, professor of
psychology and counseling, is recognized
for excellence in teaching and research.
He has been studying HIV risk among
Asian-American men for several years.
This research provides information
concerning ways of reducing HIV risk
among all populations.
Dr. Suzanne Prescott, professor of
human development, is recognized for
outstanding service to the university.
Self-taught on the workings of the
"superhighway," her first initiative was to
assist the Registrar's Office in the
development of the system that allows
students to register via telephone.
Prescott received national attention and
put GSU in the headlines by creating a
"homework hotline" for the elementary
school district in University Park.
C 1997 The Innovator
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Arts & Entertainment
The Center For Performing Arts
at
Governors State University
New York Restoration Choir
Saturday, Jan. 25 at 8 p.m.
Tickets: $25
Join singer/songwriter Elder
Donnie McLurkin and the
extraordinary New York Restoration Choir for an evening of
musical motivation. Nominated
for five Stellar Awards, this
critically acclaimed ensemble
shares a little piece of heaven
with its uplifting message.

Elder Donnie McClurkin

River North Dance Company
Saturday, Feb. 15 at 8 p.m.
Tickets $25
Whether you're a first-time concertgoer or a seasoned dance enthusiast,
you'll love River North Dance
Company. Proclaimed as Chicago's
next big "export" by Dance Magazine, River North combines a variety
of jazz-based movement with an
eclectic mix of some of the most
popular and recognizable music of
this century.

Jerry Butler To Shine At The Holiday Star
by Karen Piejko
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Rock-n Roll Hall of Fame legend Jerry
Butler, an award winning singer, and coincidentally, a
Governors State University alumnus, will take center
stage at the Star Plaza Theater in Merrilleville, on
January 18, 1997. The Legendary Gene "Duke of
Earl" Chandler will perform, along with the extraordinary music of the Dells.
Butler's first big hit "For Your Precious
Love," was recorded when he was a member of the
Impressions in 1957. Curtis Mayfield was also a
founding member of the group. "He Will Break Your
Heart," hit the top of the charts in 1960. Butler cowrote the song with Mayfield. That song signaled the
official beginning of Butler's solo career.

C 1997 The Innovator

In 1962 he repeated his success with the Henry
Mancini composition, "Moon River." In 1964 he Butler
teamed with Betty Everett (#1 hit "The Shoop Shoop
Song" and recorded several successful duets including
"Let It Be Me" and "Smile." He recorded for Chicagobased Vee-Jay records until they closed their doors in
1966.
Butler has recorded on several labels. Other hits
include "Lost," "Moody Woman," "Never Gonna Give
You Up," and the #1 hit he is most identified with,
"Only The Strong Survive," from 1969. Butler continues
to tour and record. He has also maintained a successful
political career as a Cook County Commissioner.
Tickets for the Star Plaza concert can be purchased by
calling (3 12)734-7266 or (2 19)769-6600.

Other Scheduled
Perforn1ances
Colorado String
Quartet
Sunday, Mar. 2 at 1:30
Tickets $15
Jerry Vale
With special guest
Anna Maria Alberghetti
Friday, Mar. 7 at 3 p.m.
and 8 p.m.
Tickets $30

Doc Severinsen and
His Big Band
Friday, April 11 at
8.p.m.
Chicago Baroque
Ensemble
Sunday, April 27 at
1:30
The J offrey Ballet of
Chicago
Saturday, May 3 at 8
p.m.
Sunday, May 4 at 3
p.m.
Tickets: $38

Trinity Irish Dance
Company
Sunday, May 11 at 1:30
p.m.
Tickets: $15

For more information
call the Box Office
at
70H.235.2222
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Karen's Komer
By Karen Piejko

Arts & Entertainment

Arts & Entertainment Editor
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Chicago "Legend"
Helps South
Suburban Needy

John "Records" Landecker, lead
singer of Landecker and the Legends
recently held a benefit at the Holiday
Inn-Oak Lawn. Admission was a
donation of a new toy and canned food,
which was donated to underprivileged
families in the south suburbs. The event
was broadcast live over Landecker's
popular WJMK-FM radio show.
Singer Darlene Love was on hand to
sign autographs, and Tickle-Me-Elmo
was auctioned off for charity. The
highlight for many was a chance for
fans to play Tickel-Me-Landecker for a
$5 donation!
Landecker is a truly generous
entertainer, doing a great deal of work
for charitable causes. Those who
couldn't attend the benefit can still
purchase the performer's latest album
"Landecker and The Legends Volume

3" which features some really catchy
tunes. The profits from the album will
benefit The Lamb's Farm in Libertyville,
a center for mentally challenged adults.
COs cost $15, and cassettes are $10.
The CD features "Land of 1000 Area
Codes" which pokes fun at our current
312,708,773,847,630, and 815
telephone jungle! It also contains a
special collectors edition of a song by
Carl Giammarese, lead singer of The
Buckinghams. Plus, Landecker is a riot
on "Dere Da Bulls."
The album is available through
WJMK-FM's Loyal Listener Telephone
Line, The Lamb's Farm in Libertyville,
or the Lamb's Farm Country Store in
Gurnee Mills Mall. John "Records"
Landecker, remains Chicago's most
lovable morning man - catch his show
from 5 -10 a.m. on WJMK 104.3 FM.

Rock-n-Roll Heaven:
Ringing in 1997 at the Hyatt
I've been to a lot of concerts, but I've
never seen anything like this! When
Parker was finally able to leave the stage,
he signed autographs and spoke to fans on
The Hyatt Regency Chicago really
a personal level. It is this kind of dedicaknows how to celebrate! Chicago's
tion that keeps Dustin Parker a driving
largest and much anticipated New Years
force in the music industry. If you'd like
Eve extravaganza, sponsored by WCKG
105.9 FM and the Hyatt Regency Chito catch his act, his next open-to-thecago, was headlined by the dynamic
public engagement is on February 14, at
sounds of Rare Earth. This legendary
Penny Road House in South Barrington,
group gave an energetic, enthusiastic
Illinois.
performance, while the
The Beatie Brothers
audience responded with
featuring Jay Goeppner
several roaring ovations.
received a tremendous
roaring ovation, and a
Rare Earth has been a
musical mainstay, and
well deserved one at
that! They performed all
they perform even better
now than they did in the
of the Beatles' greatest
hits, plus some cool
70's. One of the many
modern music as well.
highlights of the show
These guys are really
was an incredible
fabulous. They don't
rendition of their big hits,
"Get Ready" and "I Just
look like the Beatles, but
Want To Celebrate."
they sound just like
them! Their perforEven after many years of
mance was highlighted
international fame, these
Jay Goeppner of The
by the modern John
guys are still cool, down
Beatie Brothers
Lennon track, "Real
to earth people, and even
took the time to autograph their albums.
Love," superbly performed by Goeppner
and the band. John Lennon would have
The mesmerizing performance of
been proud!
contemporary rock artist Dustin Parker
Goeppner is often featured on televicaptivated the crowds. Parker's loyal
sion and radio. He does a fabulous job
following begged him to perform his hit
song, "All I Wanna Do Is Rock." The
performing both modern music and classic
oldies, and was even featured during
artist obliged and rocked the place inside
opening festivities at the Rock-n-Roll Hall
out! Parker is an invigorating performer,
gifted with a rich, resonating voice that
of Fame.
Mitch Ryder & The Detroit Wheels
compliments his original self-crafted
tunes. The nationally acclaimed singer/
took center stage singing their #1 hit
"Devil With A Blue Dress On/Good Golly
songwriter surprised the crowds with a
Miss Molly." Over 7,000 people rang in
sneak preview of his eighth solo album,
the new year as they rocked to the
"Centerville," which is due at stores
electrifying sounds of this top notch rockwithin a few weeks. Much to the delight
of Parker, the audience went wild for the
n-rolllegend. The dynamic Mitch Ryder
new material.
has rocked the entertainment world since
Audience members actually screamed
the sixties, and has racked up a number of
"We want Dustin" into the P.A. system.
hits including: "Sock It To Me-Baby!,"
People jumped up and down and
"In The Midnight Hour," "Little Latin
screamed for encores. It was phenomenal. Lupe Lu," "My Heart Belongs To Me,"
by Karen Piejko

Arts & Entertainment Editor
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Holiday Film Classic Turned
Into Successful Play
Frank Sinatra, and Ray Charles; and
earning several gold and platinum records
for the songs 'Sing,' 'It's Not Easy Being
Green,' 'You Will Be My Music' and
In the entertainment industry, it is
'Here's To The Winners.'
customary for stage plays to be adapted
Dale Benson is thrilled to be gracing
into movies. Very seldom is a movie
the stage as Clarence the guardian angel.
turned into a highly successful stage play.
"I enjoy playing Clarence, he is a truly
"A Wonderful Life," a musical play based
wonderful character. In the story,
upon the Frank Capra film, "It's A
Clarence is an angel who is trying to earn
Wonderful Life" delivers extraordinary
his wings. He must do a good deed in
music, distinguished acting and exhilaratorder to earn his wings. Clarence must
ing plot. The new stage version definitely
save the life of
does justice to
George Baily, or
the original
else he will
holiday film
never get to fly
classic.
like other
The story
angels," said
revolves around
Benson.
a character
"Clarence
named George
wants
to fly
Bailey, brilliantly
more than
played by Actor
anything in the
Robert Gallager,
world, but
whose company
saving George
falls upon hard
Baily is going to
times. Over the
be a really
years Bailey had
difficult task."
helped hundreds
Playing an angel
of people, and in
is not that
the end all those
difficult for
Actor Dale Benson as •clarence• Entertainpeople come
Benson, who
ing crowds at Chicago's •Brach's Kids'
through for him
recently
Holiday Parade•
when the going
portrayed an
gets tough. It
also helps to have a special guardian angle angel in the film "Going Home." The
award-winning actor encourages families
like Clarence, superbly recreated by Actor
Dale Benson, who prevents George from
to see the play.
'"A Wonderful Life' is a genuinely
taking his own life on Christmas!
beautiful and heart-warming story, the
Emotions run wild in this fast paced
story, filled with turmoil, and ultimately
entire family will enjoy it," said the actor
during a recent interview. Benson was
triumph. The play is a true blend of
thrilled to appear in costume at the
comedy and tragedy. Sometimes there is
Brach's Kids' Holiday Parade," which
more tragedy, than triumph, but the
was televised November 30, 1996 on
emotional ending is worth waiting for.
Channel2, CBS-TV Chicago.
The music itself is worth while. The
This lavish Candlelight Dinner
lyrics and musical score were composed
Playhouse production is directed by
by the legendary late musician Joe
William Pullinsi, and is running now
Raposo, whose credits included: cothrough January 19, 1997. Tickets cost
creating the PBS television series
$23.50- $34.50 for show only, and $36.50
"Sesame Street;" winning five Grammy
Awards; composing for Barbara Streisand, - $47.50 for dinner/show packages. Call
(708) 496-3000.
By Karen Piejko

Arts & Entertainment Editor

and "Freezin' In Hell."
Ryder gave an outstanding
performance, and delighted
the audience with his incredible stage presence. He was
on stage when the clock
struck midnight, making the
Hyatt's famous midnight
countdown exhilarating and
unforgettable.
The Hyatt Regency was
transformed into rock-n-roll
heaven, at least for one night
anyway, and Ryder got back
to the task at hand, rock in'
and rollin' into 1997.

Rock Star
Dustin Parker
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Logic Puzzle

Polygon Puzzles

"Happy Times"

by Dennis Thorn

The Puzzle:

4. "Sunset in December" was not
drawn by Elizabeth nor the youngest
resident. Elizabeth was six years older
than the youngest resident.
5. "Comes the Dawn" was drawn by
the oldest man who was four years older
than Martha.

At the happy Times retirement home,
Ms. Younger, the program director, is
always coming up with ideas to keep the
residents active both physically and
mentally. So she offered prizes to the five
residents who could come up with an
original pencil drawing. After the contest,
which had 120 entries, six impartial
judges picked the five best drawings. The
winners were of five different ages, from
81 to 90. From this information and the
clues below you should be able to
determine the ages of the winners and the
titles of their drawings.

Instructions:
Use the chart below to help you solve
this puzzle. Read the puzzle. Ponder the
clues carefully, Identify positive facts.
For each positive fact you identify, enter
an "0" in the matching box on the chart.
Then, enter an "X" in the other boxes in
that row and column to indicate possibilities that have been eliminated. By
referring back and forth between the clues
and the chart, you will discover more
positive facts and more possibilities that
can be eliminated. Be careful of false
assumptions! NOTE: On this chart, the
headings which show the ages of the
residents are left blank intentionally. Fill
them in as you identify them. It might be
helpful if you put them in ascending order.

The Clues;
1. The drawing "The Church Yard"
was done by a man; he was neither the
youngest nor the oldest.
2. The oldest person was five years
older than Heathcliff and seven years
older than Samuel, who did not draw
"When Autumn Leaves."
3. The woman who drew "Ballroom
Dancers" was not Elizabeth nor was she
the 90 year old woman.
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How can this be possible? If there
were sixty cents in pennies, the rest would
be $1.27 without pennies. If you've never
read this story, please do so this Christmas. It's very short, but in my opinion
one of the best Christmas stories ever
written.

1. When you were in high school you

2. You have two unmarked containers.
When full, one holds nine ounces of
water, the other seven ounces. You also
have an unlimited supply of water. If you
are allowed to fill or empty any container
and also transfer water between containers
as many times as needed, how can you
end up with just one ounce of water in one
of the containers?

may have read some of 0. Henry's short
stories. Here are the fiorst three sentences
of his ''The Gift of the Magi."
"One dollar and eighty-seven cents. That
was all. And sixty cents of it was in
pennies."
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Hi everyone. I hope you have a very
enjoyable vacation. Remember that this
coming February we will have the third
annuyal Polygon Puzzles contest in which
we will again be giving away another gift
certivicate from Crown Books. Here are
today's puzzles.
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Answers to the Logic Puzzle
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Solution For Puzzle: Happy Times
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CHESS

Frank&Drac

Those two lovable monsters are
at It again over the chessboard.
We have referred in past columns
to Thn Harding describing Black's
ftfth move as "the move the monster would play." He dubbed this
line the Frankenstein-Dracula variation of the Vienna Game..
It has gtven White and Black players nlghbnares. The tide of evaluation seems to go In and out quite
frequently. In recent years White
has had an edge, but a 1993 correspondence has challenged that

status:
Etebjaerg-Timmerman, Correspondence, 1991-1993: 1. e4 e5 2.
Nc.S Nf6 3. Bc4 Nxe4 4. Qh5 Nd6 5.
Bb3 Nc61? 6. NbS t6 7. Ql3 IS 8.
Qd5 Qe7 9. Nxc7+ Kd8 10. Nxa8
b6 11. d3 Bb7 The other try, 11. ···
Nd4 needs Investigation. 12. h4 f41
IS. Ql3 Nd41? Another posslblUty,
13.•.• Bh6 has a decent reputation:
14. Bd2 Nd415. Qg4 e4 16. ().()..() e3
17.fxe3Nxb3+18.axb3fxe319.Bel
e2+ 20. Rd2 Bxa8! 14. Ql4 Btl IS.
Bd2 Bu8 16. ~ 816 Now, mind
you, this Is all book. (Known theory). 17. Bb4 a5 18. Bxd6 Qxd6 19.
Nh3 Qc61 A new Idea. Konstantlnopolsld had given 19.... e4? 20.
NgS Nxb3+ 21. axb3 Qd4 22. Ne6+!
dxe6 23. dxe4 when White wtns 20.

(Syndicated by the U.S. Chess Federation)
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Black to Play
N,S a41 21. Bc4 b51 22. Nf'T+ Kc7
23. Nxh8 Bxh8 24. h5 151 25. c3
Timmerman notes that 25. QxgS
bxc4 26. dxc4 Qxc4 27. Rxd4 Qxd4
28. Qg8 e4 29. c3 BdS! 30. Qxh7 Qe5
31. Rd 1 e3! gtves Black good wlnnlng chances. 25. '" bxc4 26. a::d4
a::d3+ 27. Kbl Qc2+ 28. Kal a31
29. Rbl Be4 30. Qdl (See Dia·
gram) 30••.. exd4 31. Qfl d6 32. f3
815 33. Qcl d2 34. Qxc2+ Bxc2 35.
Rhdl d3 36. Rxd2 Kb61, White
resigns, as after 37. h6 KaS, cannot
stop Black's mate threat, e.g. 38.
Rf2 Ka4 39. Rd2 axb2+ 40. Rxb2 Ka3
and 41. ... Bxb2 mate.

-Peter Tamburro

a-

For free lnlormltlon about how to play. rud end write c:hesa, or recetvlng
Lile,
conuct the not-lor-proftt U.S. Chess Federation at l-8Q0.388.KING (5464), or write
u;c:F, Dept. 90, 3054 NWS Route fJW, New Windsor, NY 12553.
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(Clue Numbers in Parentheses)

Stifled Brilliancy

There Is an old trick we fun-lovlng college lads of yesteryear used
to play on unsuspecting victims
when we were playing our favorite
card game, bridge.
We would deal the fourth player
thirteen dubs. The bidding would
go •Pass," •Pass," "Seven Spades."
The poor guy would be sitting
there with the hand of a lifetime
and he wouldn't even be able to
bid lt!
If chess games had thoughts of
their own, we think today's game
would share the agony and frustration of that fourth bridge player.
You see, as brilliant as this game
Is, Botvinnik entered another one
(Ryumln-Botvlnnlk won 1st brllllancy prize and Spielmann took
the 2nd beauty prize}, rather than
both, and then didn't even bother
to Include lt In his games collectlon. Poor little game!
So, we allow this game to bid for a
little more public recognition.
Botvinnik-Chekhover, Moscow,
1935: 1. Nf3 d5 2. c4 e6 3. b3 Nf6 4.
Bb2 Be7 5. e3 0.0 6. Be2 c6 7. 0.0
Nbcl7 8. Nc3 a6 9. Nd4! dxc4? 10.
bxc4 Nc5? II. f41 Qc7 12. Nf3 Rd8
13. Qc2 Ncd7 14. d4 c5 15. NeS b6
16. Bd3 a::d4 17. exd4 Bb7 18.
Qe2 Nl8 19. Ndl Ra7 20. Nf2 Qb8
21. Nh3 h6 (See Diagram)
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This king-hunt will end on the b2
square! You are about to witness a
22 move attacking sequence,
longer than the game up to this
point!
22. Ng511 hxg5 23. fxgS N8d7 24.
Nxt'll Kxf7 25. g6+ Kg8 26. Qxe6+
Kh8 27. Qh3+ Kg8 28. BfSI Nl8 29.
Be6., Nxe6 30. Qxe6+ Kb8 31.
Qh3+ Kg8 32. Rxf61 Bxf'& 33. Qh7+
Kf8 34. Re 11 Be5 35. Qh8+ Ke7 36.
Qx17+ Kd6 37. Qxe5+ Kd7 38.
Qf5+ Kc6 39. d5+ Kc5 40. Ba3+
Kxc4 41. Qe4+ Kc3 42. Bb4+ Kb2
43. Qbl mate.
One of the finest sustained
attacldng games ever!

-Pete Tamburro

For free Information about how to play, read and wrtte chess, or receiving 01as lile,
conuct the not-lor-proftt U.S. Chess FederatJon atl~ (5464), or wrtte
l5CF, Dept. 90,3054 NWSRoute9W, New Windsor, NY 12553.
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by Sue Doser
Carol Kleinman, nationally syndicated
business columnist for the Chicago
Tribune, presented a lecture at Governors
State University on Tuesday, November
26, 1996 at 4:30p.m. in Sherman Recital
Hall. Dr. Roger
Oden, dean of the
College of Arts
and Sciences
welcomed all
attending, and
Adjunct Professor Karen Olson
introduced Carol
Kleinman.
Kleinman
writes three
columns per
week for the
Chicago Tribune;
"Women at
Work," "Jobs,"
and "Your Job,"
and also is a
contributing
editor to Ms.
Magazine. She is
the author of two
books, "The
Career Coach:
Kleinman's Inside lips to Getting and
Keeping the Job You Want," (Dearborn
Press, 1994), and "The 100 Best Jobs in
the 1990's and Beyond," (Dearborn Press,
1992).
Kleinman began her lecture by asking
the audience, "What are you going to do
with your life?" leading into the statement, "You are your own job coach!"
"Today's job market is extremely
competitive and new jobs are scarce.
Businesses are downsizing and restructuring," Kleinman said. People should be
prepared to change profe sions at least
three times, and jobs at least six times in
their lifetime. Because of downsizing, a
person must remain flexible and be a team
player.
When planning your career, Kleinman
asked the question to the audience, "what
makes you happy?," and suggested that a
person think about this question on the
way to work and before their mind and
body becomes tired. Some simple things
you could ask are: how much money
makes me happy? Am I a self starter? Do
I like to help others?
Kleinman suggests those persons
unhappy with their current job remain
there until they find out more about other
positions available. Kleinman suggests,
have a plan, do your homework, know
what you want to do, be flexible, even if it
means working part time at a position, or
even doing consultant work. Talk to
people, currently in the field you wish to
be employed in.
Kleinman stated that fields she felt
would be hiring in the future are: the
health care industry, social services, and
financial services. She mentioned that
jobs in manufacturing are declining and
that the service industry will be hiring in
the future, but they will require more
educationand pay less than before.
Kleinman mentioned that big companies are downsizing, and the small
companies are doing most of the hiring.
In Illinois, small entrepreneur owned
businesses are hiring more than Fortune
500 companies.
Kleinman gave several suggestions to
those seeking employment including:

serving an internship - create one if you
must, volunteer to create a website, write
a newsletter, be flexible and creative.
Kleinman pointed out that the small job
could lead to the "real" job in the future .
You must create your own opportunities.
According to Kleinman, college
students should
make contact
with their
university's
career placement
center. As to
waittng for the
best job offer,
Kleinman added,
"the right job,
right now, should
be THE job you
can get."
Kleinman
gave suggestions
regarding
resumes, stating
that "resumes do
not get you the
job." Kleinman
suggested using
your personal
computer to
create your
resume. Do not
include your salary history, a photograph,
or video of yourself. Keep the resume
less than one page. Be honest about
where and when you worked for a specific
employer and educational credentials.
Employers do check! Tailor your resume
and cover letter to the specific position
you are applying for. Use white bond
paper for your resume and cover letter.
Kleinman's tip to remember when
applying for a new position is "What can I
do for the company, not what can the
company do for me."
Kleinman discussed proper interviewing techniques, and said it is important for
the prospective employer to know if you
put yourself through college, and your
volunteer efforts with civic organizations.
According to Kleinman, never mentions
are: age, salary, gender, race, religion,
marital status, and health history. "Be
pleasant- if asked these questions simply
reply, 'I would be glad to discuss the
question, after receiving a job offer,"
suggested Kleinman.
Kleinman discussed the importance of
networking during her lecture. Join
business clubs, and student groups. If a
group is not available, form one within
your community.
When you do obtain employment,
Kleinman suggests you maintain a low
profile. If you are not happy with your
salary, suggest a salary review in six
months. Keep learning new things - to
allow you to keep the job.
"It is important to continue your
education throughout your lifetime. There
are three things to remember, EDUCATION, EDUCATION AND EDUCATION!," says Kleinman.
Keep informed about your employer,
attend workshops and volunteer to help
out in other departments. lteep a record
of what you do at your job.
In conclusion, Kleinman said taking
charge of your career requires planning.
Write a five year plan. If you are a recent
college graduate, a two year plan. Think,
"what can I do with this job?"
Kleinman elaborated on the importance of computers, and mentioned that
since this is the age of Cyberspace - be

computer literate!. An audience member asked how important it was to have computer
knowledge. Kleinman answered, "a person with computer knowledge is a 'have,' a
person without computer knowledge is a 'have not'."
Kleinman ended her one hour lecture, by stating "you deserve to be happy!

Employment Suggestions from
Carol Kleinman:
On Seeking Employment:
• a small job could lead to the "rear job
• serve an internship - create one if you must
• contact the university's career placement center
• volunteer to create a website or write a newsletter
• be flexible and creative
• create your own opportunities
• network at business clubs and student groups - if a group isn't available, form one

On Resumes:
• create your resume on your computer
• don't include your salary history, a photograph, or video of yourself.
• keep it less than one page
• be honest about where and when you worked for a specific employer and educational credentials
• tailor your resume and cover letter to the specific position you are applying for.
• use white bond paper for your resume and cover letter

On interviewing techniques:
• let the prospective employer know if you put yourself through college
• let the prospective employer know your volunteer efforts with civic organizations
• never mention age, salary, gender, race, religion, marital status, or health history.

Take charge of your career:
• attend workshops
• volunteer to help other departments
• keep a record of what you do at your job
• plan- write a five year plan or a two year plan (for recent college graduates)
• think, "what can I do with this job?"
• be computer literate- ·a person with computer knowledge is a 'have,' a person
without computer knowledge is a 'have not'. •
• ask yourself, "what can I do for the company,• not "what can the company do for
me."

Calendar
Winter 1997 Trimester
Jat 20, Monday

Classes Begin - Blocks 1 & 2
NO CL<\SSES
: l th r Kino Jr. Day

Jan. 21, Tuesday

Last day to register for classes

Jan.27,Monday

100% refund deadline- Blocks 1 & 2

Feb. 3, Monday

Graduation application deadline

Feb. 10, Monday

NO CL-\SSES - Lincoln''i Blfthday

Feb. 11, Tuesday

50% refund deadline - Blocks 1 & 2

Feb. 17,Monday

Withdrawal Deadline - Block 2

March 5, Wednesday

Block 2 classes end

March 6-12

Registration - Block 3

March 6, Thursday

Block 3 classes begin

March 10, Monday

Block 2 grades due

March 19, Wednesday

100% refund deadline- Block 3

March 19-20
March 24, Monday

Salute to graduates
Withdrawal Deadline - Block 1

April2, Wednesday

50% refund deadline - Block 3

April 9, Wednesday

Withdrawal deadline - Block 3

April 21, Monday

tFinal grades for "l's," "M's" and "E's"

Jan.l3,Monday

8.
May 1, Thursday

0

Final grades due for Blocks 1 & 3

Spring/Summer Trimeste · 1997 Impo tant Dates
March 17- May 17

Registration, Spring/Summer Trimester

May 12, Monday

Classes Begin - Blocks 1 & 2

August 23, Saturday

End of Trimester/Diploma Date
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